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· Humble Oil

&

Refining Compan~
l.

HUMBLE OIL & REFINING COMPANY
HOUSTON, TEXAS

77001

December 24, 1970

MINERALS DEPARTMENT

POST OFFICE BOX 2180

CERTIFIED
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Re:

Enchanted-State of Maine
Claims
Somerset County, Maine
Project E-1186

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
The Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Pursuant to Section 2104 of the Maine Mining Law,
please extend State of Maine Claim Nos. 3534-3538 incl.,
3653, 3654, 3657, 3658, -3661, 3662, 3665-3670 incl., 36743677 incl., 3816-3820 incl. and 3686-3690 incl. for the
year 1971. During the period between February 1, 1970 and
June 30, 1970 investigatory work was performed on the
claims at a cost of $5,313.00. The thirty-one contiguous
claims require a total work expenditure of $3,100.00 for
extension. We request that $3,100.00 be applied to the
1970 work requirement for the 1971 extension and that
$2,213.00 be applied to the 1971 work requirement.
The following are submitted in compliance with the
Maine Mining Law:
1.

Annual Report of Claimholder - Form L

2.

Affidavit-Investigatory Work - Form I

3.

Draft No. 3785 in the amount of $310.00
in payment of $10.00 per claim renewal
fee.

Mr. Doyle
December 24, 1970
Page Two
Please confirm that the claims are extended for the
year 1971 and advise whether or not the excess expenditure
will be applied to the 1971 work requirement.

Si/ R$~
~oliert N. Pender
RNP/mhw
cc:

Mr. Paul W. Zimmer

Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ........Dwight .... G. Moore.,.....Jr.•.......................... P .•. o •.....Box .... l .38·3··'·····Bangor., .... Maine........................................
(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .....?J.: ..?..?......... , dated ..... .!?.~.9.~~.~f....J. ?.. ,. .... !.~.?..9, as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No ................... _ _4_~}..1.......................................... Town of ...~.~P..!J.~.9."................ County of ...~.9.~~~·~·~·:1:·····-·-

2.

Description of minerals sought: ...............G.9.PP.~J;.:·······································••······································································-··---·--··- -·--·

3. Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, na~ural objects or permanent monuments:

Post #1 is 16.0 0 feet East and 200 feet North of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4. Drawing ( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).

See Accompanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the .............l..~.t.b................. day of .......J19..~.9..h ............., 19...7.J...... The claim is to be recorded in the name of

.....Humble ....Oil .....&.....Refining ....cornpany 1 .. P.•. o •.....Box.....138.3., .. Bangor, Maine···· - - (Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. ......... T!,.:-..4..9. ...................... , dated ... J:.~./.+..?../..7..Q....., as herewith exhibited.

--

D,te

3/

/Jt ---- -- --·------ •=v~

1 !,

Claim No . ..........:J..,.?.. J........................ "911 be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.../..f-:-,
First filing ..... L::::::.... . . Renewal - - -

1,

Cf.Jr~ -:;;.

__ -~_________/!_(__~
7

.....~

Name of Recorder

3/;££

limo

,i

,:;:.;,j-'A(f

£s

r

Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM
I, ........ Dwight .... G.•.....Moore.,.....Jr.•.......................... P .•.o .......Box .. ...1.38.3.., ..... Bangor., .... Ma.i .ne ...................... _.. _········-··
(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .....?J.:::-..?.~........ , dated ......P.~.s;.~~.~E.....!..?.. ,. . . .±..~.7...9, as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No ................_ __ .... 4.371.............. _.................. Town of ..sapling. __ ...... County of Somers.et __

2.

Description of minerals sought: ..............G.QPP.~~..- ...............................................·-···..········ .....................- ........... _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, na~ural objects or permanent monuments:

Post #1 is 3050 feet East and 500 feet North of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).

See Accompar~y ing Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as requi::c2 by
law on the .............l..G..t.h. ............... day of .......J'1g.*..G.h ......._...., 19...7.J...... The claim is to be recorded in the na;::.~e -.. :
.... Humble ....O.il .... &.....Refining ..company,,....P .o ..... Box.....1383 c .. Bangor, Maine __ .__..
( Legal name and address as shown

OD

Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No...........7.1:-.tQ.--.............. , da;
tedJ
... J:.~./.+..~./.7.9:
J
....., as herewith exhibited.

j

. _______-:3 t_E>.. /] I ______ _ _ _
Date

/ -

Y

Claim No . ............'::/..d..2../.. . .......... will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19._7-.£.
First filing _

i<

Rc~newal - -

__.}(/4n:v.. T.i
.2:t..011:,:.1.L!..{( ...~
l.?~..L · ~ -' /'ll-r . FS~,r

v,.,
Si

✓

,.3

_

tur o applicant

_.

Name of Recorder

/ f ..Dfite and time of recording

Form C

STATE OF MAL."°E
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION 'I'O RE CvR.:D THE STA RTNG-

c -.. ' ' OF A CLA1.YL

I, ........Dwight .... G........Moo 2...e .,..... Jr ............................. P ...o ...... Box .... 1.3 8.3..' .....Ban gor.,..... Maine···---··-······-- ... --·····-(Locator's iegal name and address as shown· on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .....?..+..::::.?..?......... , dated ......P..~,.~.~~•1!.?.~i:·'..... .f.-..?..r.......1-:.~.?...9, as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in £(;cordance with f 1e ;_: ,rovisions of the Maine
YJining Law. The claim is composed of the la,~2:.: shown on the sketch attache_;. herc:.:o, ar.t! more particu.,~·:y is described as follows:
... Claim No. ·-······-···...·.····--···-J.}.7.l.................... _.................. Town of ...~.~-1?..~.!.~.9'...._ ... _ County of SomeL :.
:2.

Description of minerals sought: ....-......-.G.QP.P..~X..- ............-............................- ....-... -.-.............._., _ _ _ _ _ __

J.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, na~ural objects or permanent monuments:

Post #1 is 4500 feet East and 800 feet North of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
'x.

Drawing(s) of claim .:..-0a showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and comer markings, apr-,~:-cable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, . pow,: .
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location (attach drawing(s) to app ii·
cation).
·

See Accompanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines :. . :d or pickets placed thereo:.1. as required by
law on the - ........J,.i.t.h.............. _ day of ......... :M.BX.G.h .. _. __ ...., 19...!..+.,.... . The claim is to be recorded in the name of

.o._...

....Humble . Oil

& .Refininq . .Company,...P
Box._ ..1383 ,.,._Bangor,
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

Maine

w}.o is holder of Prospector's Permit No. ..........71::::.1..Q_ ___.,_, dated ...J.~./+.~./..7..9__ , a herewith exhibited.

_:i)tvi~ -__ ){ /J--- /.) /}~

Claim No. --·-·:Y...J.. ..2.6..........._:,n11 be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19._? _, -·
/

· Renewal _ _ __

o'

-e of app~ .a:.-,t

~-- -· . .~~L11r.~
Name of Recorder

-~?... ~.2. /2/_.

/./-:(ft··<~ .

j

...

.·--·

c2~....__
~ ...._
M___r--'4
__
?_s......-r_

time of recording

Form C

STATZ OF MAINE
l✓.: AI NE

MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE ... · '.\ KING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ........Dwight .... G ....... Moore.,..... Jr............................P.-.o ........ Box .... 1.38.3_., ..... Bangor.,..... Ma.i .ne...................................... ..
(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

.

holder of Prospector's Permit No ......7.J.:: -. ?..~...... . , dated ..... P~.~.~~.~.~...J:·.?.. ,.......!.~.7.. 9, as herewith e:-:~.ibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the :vfaine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more pz.:-tie..ilarly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No ..................... __4_3_7_3_ _ ...... _.................. Town of ...§.~l?..!..~.!?:.~f ..-···- County of Somers et

2.

Description of minerals sought: .............. Copper.-....................................- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, naµiral objects or permanent monuments:

Post #1 is 1700 feet East and 400 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and comer markings, :::.:,
cable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, . p ..
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).
·

See Accompanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the -.........J,.G..t.h................ day of ......... f.J9.:X.G.b................ , 19...7.J. .... The claim is to be recorded in the name of

.. Hwnble ... Oil_..&..... Refininq ..company, .... P .o ......Box 138 3, Bangor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No......... ..7.J:.:::-.-1..Q.___ ···• -:.ated ...1.?../.1.~./._7..Q... . , as herewith ex~-.. ibitec

-4,£P1
Claim No . .............'::I...J..?:J................ will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19._ :? / .
First filing

Renewal _ _ __

~:jJ,11~ ~gr;/

_

Tv

....· ........... .

~ .Ar>A::rr~,_

Name of Recorder

i.2 61 ·

_-::.5 ..

c::? .' F.IN g0, L

./ ·b·~Va"~d~time of recording

FormC

MAINE MINING BURE AU

APPLICATION TO RECORD T:HE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ........Dwight .... G.•.....Moore.,..... Jr............................ P .•. o ......Box .... 1.38.3.., ..... Bangor.,.....Maine........................ ................
(Locator's legal name and 11ddress as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .....7.J.::::.?.~. ......, dated ..... .P.:?.:.-?..~~ .~.~.... J. ?...r.......! .~.?.. 9, as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Mair. e
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown · on the sketch attached hereto, and more partic.ilarly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No .............................. - .... 4374 .- ........... _.................. Town of .. sapling---·- County of Somerset·-

2.

Description of minerals sought: ...............G.9P.P.~J.'.:.....................................................................- - -- - - ·- - - - --

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, naµiral objects or permanent monuments:

Post #1 is 3200 feet East and 100 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and comer markings, ap~.. ,
cable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, . powc·,·
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).
·

See Accompanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets ~1aceC:: tl1ereon as required by
law on the -········J,.:?..t.h................ day of .......J1.BX.G.h .............., 19.. .7.J ...... The claim i~ to be recorded in the name of

....Humble ....Oil .....&..... Refining ...Compa ny 1 P .o. Box.....1383 , .....Bangor, Maine
(Legal name and 11ddress as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. ..........V,.:-..4..Q. ___ , dated ....J.:.f.i.J.?../..?.Q_.., as herewith exhibited .

. ....- ........... Date

S/ti2/J1.... .-

- . ~~~tp~
:t--f..b;r;<-.d
•._/ii- ~
-'=;/2fz
..7 t::t ;itime c2 .'/.;#_ !?oT

Claim No.
t-/3. ...? c._j
will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.- :z,l..
First filing

~

· Renewal - - -

......- ............

11me of Recorder

f

·-..- .......

of recording

Form C

STATE OF MAINE

MAI NE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO REC OR}) THE STAT::.:::NG OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ........Dwight .... G..•..... Moore·'····· Jr............................. P .•.o..·.....Box.... 1. 3 8 .3.., ..... Bangor.'·····Ma i.n e. ··················- ....·······-( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No......7.J.::::.?..~.... . . , dated .....P~.~.~~.~.:;:.....~.?.. ,. . . .~.~.?...9, as herewith ex:-.,b:::ed,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the \ fair. c
Mining Law. TI1e claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more pa.rticularly is described as follows:

~.~.?..?.... . . ..... . .. ..... ...........·-····· · ·· · · · · Town

of ...~.~E.~.~.~.9.····-···- County of ~.orn~r~~-!-..._

1.

Claim No ..................

2.

Description of minerals sought: ...............G.QI?.P.~.:);..........................................- -- - -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, nai:ural objects or p ermanent monuments:

_ ___ ______

Post #1 is 4650 feet East and 200 feet North of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, . power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to ar, :~lication).

See Accompanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as reqeired by
law on the .............l:.~.t.h................ day of ....... J1§:X.G.h ............., 19...7.J...... The claim is to be recorded in the ~:~:.:Le of

...Jiumble ....oi.1 .....&.....Refining ...Company, _P .o ...... Box.....1383.t..... Bangor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit )

· h oIder of P rospector' s P erm1t
· N o................................
71-40 ---·····..··.. , dat e d ...........
12 ....~.::-..
;:, ,........
170_.__ , as h erewi·th exh
··· · •
w h o 1s
· 101too.

·····-··········3

t/e;s/-7_/ . . .. .... . .________:Vw:L .

'fi.t;

Sign

Claim No ...........Y....J...7...9................ will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19....:.zt.;..,
First filing

Renewal _ _ __

Jt "1ffi/--- 7;,

e of applicant

. . ~Lj(/_
.
.~t1!l4'#--;fz.efL .~,.;;,i; , y sr
/

Name of Recorder

);t'7 - !{

J.<orm

l.i

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION

';: 0

RECORD TH E STAKIN G OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ......._Dwight .... G..•..... Moore.,..... Jr.............................P.-.o..•.....Box ...=--.3.8.3.., ..... B.angor.,..... Ma.i .ne..................-................. .
(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospec:.>r's Perm it )

.
t ors
• p erm1t
· No. .................................
71-52 , d ate d ......................................................
December 2.. 5 .1......................
1970, as h erew1t·h cxm
.. , .b.1tea,
,
h old er of P1ospec
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No. -····· · - -- - 4

2.

Description of minerals sought: ...............G.QPP.§.r;::........................ .................................. -....············- -- - - - - - - - -

3.

Description of location of claim with referer,ce to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

-~?...~............. . .... _. .. ... ... . .. Town

of ...~.9:l?..!.!.~.5!···--·····- County of Somerset

Post #1 is 1800 feet East and 1000 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing ( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).
·

See Accompanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines 1Yiarked or pickets placed -thereon as required by
law on the ............ .J:.G..t.h................ day of ......... N.9..~.9..h ............., 19...7..1..... The claim is to be recorded in the name of

.. Hurnble ....oi.l .....&..... Refining ..cornpanv,, .....P .o. Box. ___1383 , ..... Bangor, Maine
( Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No......••11~.1-Q

--·------n.~

2-jL_sjz1

Claim No . .............'J...-..?. ~
2 .le........... will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.-.7..L...
First filing

✓ · Renewal

___

.

, dated

:·!./ll.7.Q. ,•i

.:Q~~~)t-.... -....................

with

~

•~hited.

h__

k«h-.. d~~d .

Name of Recorder

0/4:.d .s,
0

; , -~

~ j?/ft · £0/

Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ....... .Ow i g ht ....G..•.....Moo re-'····· Jr............................. P .-. 0 .• ..... Box .... 1. 3. 8 .3 .., ..... Bangor.'····· Ma.in e ....................... ··•···•·····-··
( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No......?..!.:::-..?..?.. ...... , dated ......P.~.<;,.~~.~.:;:.... J. ~..,.......l.:.~.?...9, as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of che Maine
i\ifining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more P"-rticularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No. ······················-···A..3..7.7..........................-.................. Town of ...~.:?.:l?..~.~.~.9."····-·-·····- Count)• of Somerset_ .___

2.

Description of minerals sought : .............. G.9I?.P?.J;'...,-············-········································-·-················----------

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, naµiral objects or permanent monuments:

Post #1 is 3300 feet East and 700 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).

See Accompanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required bi
law on the -·········J,.G..t.h................ day of ....... J1.§..;r;;".9.h .............. , 19...7.. :,,....... The claim is to be recorde6. in the name of

-.. Humble ....o.i .1 .....&..... Re.fining ...company, P.• o ...... Box.....1383,..... Banqor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who;, holder of Pwspector's Permit No. _____ _?J,.=1.Q

, dated. --; l-"d-7.9__, as herew;th exhibited.

------ if/;s/ zL _ _______ :i)~;~;)J L
Claim No .......... 0/.3..Z Z .............._will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19..7./_,
First filing

✓ · Renewal - - - -

,;,
_ _ Z:Z~-&~
~ ~ Recorder

_-2. T·;;7_}
"ii~t,e 1

and time

. c2 .,J?J11-

of recording

g sf-

Form C

STATE OF MAil\ E
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

1, ........ ow i g ht ....G.· .....Moore.'····· Jr.•........................... P .-.O.•..... Box .... 1.3 8.3.., ..... Bangor.,..... Ma.i.n e ........................ ····--······-··
( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospec~0r's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ......?.J.:::-..?..~. ... ..., dated ......P.~.~.~~·~·~····).__?...,.......~.~.?...9, as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

1.

Claim No. ..........................1.J?.. ~···· ··· -- -·······--···----· Town of

2.

Description of minerals sought: ..............Copper.- ............................................................................_________ ...___

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, na~ural objects or permanent monuments:

.)~.~P..!.!.~.9.....- ......

County of Somerset

Post #1 is 4750 feet East and 400 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, ;:.pplicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, - power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location (attach drawing(s) to application).

See Accompanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the .............l..i.t.h................ day of ......... M.9.X.9..h ............., 19...7.J ... . . The claim is to be recorded in the name of

.... Humble ....oi.l .... &.....Refining .company,. .... P.• O ......Box 1383, Bangor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Perm.it )

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No..........11:-..1.Q
..-

..............., dated ....;q/J.~./..?..Q....., as
o(

Claim No. _ ___.'/'1.Z..'!C._.. .. ._will be in effect until

First filing _

~

Renewal - - -

--- .___...----~zA(f_
Name of Recorder

_

'-'?t7&1
TS:~~ ~f -·.

2
_ _ J,

~

----- D,m -:sj;s-/ 71. ---------- ----- :;) ':"~ •PPJ
midnight, December 31, 19...7.J.:...

herewith exhibited.

g

c2 _'nfl-

time of recording

Fsr

Form C

STATE OF MAI~1E

MAINE MINING BUhEAU
APPLICATION TO RECOR.:D THE STAI-.::IXG OUT OF

.L.

CI.AIM

I, ....... .Dwight ....G .•..... Moore., .....Jr.•..........................P.-.o .•..... Box .... l.38·3··' ·····Bangor.,......Ma.ine................................... _
( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No......?..+..::::.?..?. ...... , dated ......P.~.~.~~.~E..... ~..?. ..,.......~.~.7...9, as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Niining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

············-········-··~]..7..~................_.........._..................

Town of ...~.~P.!.~.~.9....·--····- County of

·-~.9~~~!.~.~:~..-·--

1.

Claim No.

2.

Description of minerals sought: ...............G.QPP.~.~.......................................................·---·············..-·........._______

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

Post #1 is 1950 feet East and 1600 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location (attach drawing(s) to application).

See Accompanying Map

i certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the -·········..l,.G..:t.h. ............... day of .........M:?.,.Z.:.G.h ............. , 19.. .7..1. .... The claim is to be recorded in the name of

... Hwnble .... Oil .....&..... Refining ..compan,yc..P .o .... . Box.....1383 , ....Ban_gor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No...........7J_:::.4. Q. _ _ _ , dated ...J.~./J.?../.7.9......, as herewith exhfoited.

·------ f!/1s/71 -----------·-- ·
c1.;m No. --·-'Li .Z"t---····-··· will be ill effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.ZL.
First filing-· ~

Renewal___
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Form(..;

STATE OF MAI:NZ
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ........Dwight .... G.•.....Moore.,..... Jr.•...........................P .-.o .•.....Box .... l.38.3__,·····Bang or.,..... Ma.ine .................................... ..
( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ......?.J.::..?.~. . .... , da ted ......P..~.~.~0?..~E.....! . ?..,.......!.~.?.. 9, as herewith exh ibitcci,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the ~1aine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No. .......................... t~.§.Q............................-.................. Town of ...~.9.:P.!.~.~.9.'....-......._ County of Somerset

2.

Description of minerals sought: ..............s;;.QPP.~.*............................................- - - - - - -- -- - - - - - -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

Post #1 is 3400 feet East and 1300 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing( s ) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).
·

See Accompanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as requircc by
law on the -...........l..f.t.h. ............... day of .........M.§.X.9.h ............., 19...7.J ...... The claim is to be recorded in the name or

....Humble .Oil .....&..... Refining ..Compa11:y 1 ....P .o ... ..Box 1383 t ..... Bangor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No...........7.1::::1..Q
.___ , dated ....±.~.l.'..±.?../..7..9._. , as herewith exhibited.

:§/K-/11.----·---- - . -~IJ.f:::1:~,~jjJ.l l w,<- f-'-'--

·----- •
0

c1aim No . ...........'1/..J...f£..P................ will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.2,1/._.._,
First filing

~ · Renewal _ _ __
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0::.---u,-,-v Zllt . .

......- ....... ...
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Form(.;

S'l'ATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICA'l'ION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ........Dwight ....G..•.....Moore.,..... Jr............................. P .•. o..•..... Box .... l.38·3··'·····Bangor., .... Mai.ne........................ .... .
(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No. .....7.J.::::.?..?........., dated .....P~.<?..~~·~·~·····f.-.?...,. .....~.~.?...9, as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more partici:;larly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No. ······················-···~-·~ ·~·t·························-·················· Town of ...§.~l?..!.:?:.!!.9'.... -......... County of ..E.omerse~--·-

2. Description of minerals sought: ............-G.9.PP.~.:i;.:····································· - - - -······················-··-- -·-·· - - - - - - 3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

Post #1 is 4900 feet East and 950 feet South of the northwest
corner of the ·State Lot.
4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, appl:cable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastiine, roads, bridges, . power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).

See Accompanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed -thereon as required by
law on the -·········J,.~.t.h................ day of ......... M.§,X.9.D.............., 19...7..J........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of

__Hwnble ....O.il .....&..... Ref ininq ...company , ..... P.• O . _... Box.-..1383.,. Bangor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. ..........71::::.4..9___ ·-• dated ...J:.~./.J:.~./..7..Q_.. , as herewith exhibited .

·····-········ ·· ··Date
······· 3/1.0~/

7 I ···--··········- -

. _:i)r;v1· _

Claim No.
,Yd'?!.:..!................. will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19..7.L'..:...
First filing _ .,,,---

Renewal _ __

· -~-Jr

·--·7"~

~ V ' . J;
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_,3._fr7 /4.~_c;? '//;#. E'S L
Name of Recorder

/

Date/and time of recording

Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, .............. Denn.i.s .... Dugal ...................................P... o .•..... Box ....13.8.3.,......Bangor., .....Maine ...........................................................
( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No. .......7.J.:..§..?....... , dated ...P.~..~.~·~·~·;···J·:?.··'-······t~..?..9.., as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No ........................~}..~.?........................ ........................... Town of .....§.~p.J.:J.~_g·············· County of .....§.5?.~~:E.~.~-1: .._._

2.

Description of minerals sought: ....G.9.PP.~.~··········································································································- - -- -- - - -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

Post #1 is 2050 feet East and 2150 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges,. power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).

See Accompanying Map
I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the ...............J:.~.t:h.............. day of .......~.?..!:9.h................, 19.?J........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of

......Humble ....Oil .....&..... Refining Company, ...P .•. o •.....Box.....138.3., ....Bangor, .....Mai_n_e_ _ _ _
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No.............7..!.:A.9........ ............. , dated ....,.!.~./..!.?../..?_9.. . , as herewith exhibited .

.... . . ... fl1(A/\/\./h
/.s· ·-+· /. 9..J I ·······························-·••·-••···
Date
Claim No ........ :......'Y.d...'!I.:2:-,......... will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.. 2 / .:_.
First filing .........~ .... Renewal __ __

•

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, .............. Denn.is .... Dug.al ...................................P .•. o .•..... Box ....13.8.3 .,..... Bangor ·'·····Maine·········································-············-( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .......7.J.:::§.?......., dated ....P..~.9..~.~ .~.;:.....!.?.. t ......t~.?..9.. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No. -························~·-~·~··~·'························-·················· Town of -...§.9.:P.~.~n_g__ ._ County of

2.

Description of minerals sought: ....G.QPP.~.~·····-····--·-- -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, naµiral objects or permanent monuments:

Somerset

________________

Post #1 is 3550 feet East and 1850 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, . power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing ( s) to application).
·

See Accompanying Map
I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the -············J·~·t.h.............. day of .......M.9.-.!'.9..h..............., 19.?J........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of

-··· Humble ....o.i.l .... &..... Refining ...company , ..._P •.o •..... Box 13 8 3 ,.._ Bangor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. ···-····_7_!.=.~·.9---..-·- • dated ....J.?../..! .?..!..?_Q..., as herewith exhibited .

.·--·-·· ft/CVVvtl
1~
Date

lz -'--- - -

, .... 1

Claim No. ···-········Y.....J..:_'tz..; l_......._ will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.-ZL.,.
First filing

~

- Renewal _ __

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OP A CLAIM

I, .............. Dennis .... Dugal .................................. P .•.o_...... Box ....13·8·3·'······Bangor., .....Maine ...... -................................_............-( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No........7..;h.:§.?......., dated ...P.~..~.~.~ .~.;:...J.?..!....... ±:.~.?..9.. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No. - ····- _ 4_3_9_4___ ............... -.................. Town of .....§.9.:pJJ.!}_g_·- ····- County of

2.

Description of minerals sought: ....G.QPP.~.~·············-·······..························- - - - - - · -- - - - - - - - -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, na~ral objects or permanent monuments:

Somerset

Post #1 is 5000 feet East and 550 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing ( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).

See Accompanying Map
I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the ··-··········.+..7..t.h.............. day of .......M.i?.-.~P..h........... _...., 19.7.J:. ...... The claim is to be recorded in the name of

-··· Humble Oi 1 .... &..... Refining ...company,. P •.o •..... Box.....13 8.3 t ......Bangor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. ...

Claim No. ···-·····3/..·;J;··J-:...i-._.......... will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19..Z.,L..
First filing _

~ Renewal - - - • .

, dated ....,.~.~./.~.?../..?_Q._, as herewith exhibited.
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Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, .............. Denn.is .... Dugal ...................................P .•.o ....... Box ....13.8·3··'······Bangor., .....Maine . .....................................................-(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .......?J.:::§.?......., dated ...P.~.S:.~.~.~E...J .?.. !....... ~.~..?..9.. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

-···············A.~.?...?...................................................... Town

of .....e.~PJ.t~_g. -····- County of

Somerset

1.

Claim No.

2.

Description of minerals sought: ...G.QPP.~J;.·····-····..-·..····.. ···...........................- - - - - · - - - - - - - - -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, na~ural objects or permanent monuments:

Post #1 is 2150 feet East and 2750 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, . power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing ( s) to application).
·

See Accompanying Map
I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the .._..........+..~.th...... ........ day of .......M.§..;'..9..h... _..... _.... , 19.7.J........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of

-··· Hurnble.....Oil .....&..... Refininq ..company, .... P •. o ...... Box ....13_8 3, Bangor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No.............7.1:::.~.9___ . _. _, dated ......!.?../.!.?..L..IQ..., as herewith exhibited.

y .S.: :-.

111

Claim No. ..._...
S.::.':?.=:::.........
be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19._?_.;..,
First filing

/

Renewal _ __

.l.'°orm li

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ............. _Denn.is ....Dug a 1 ...................................P .•.0 .-..... Box ....13.s. 3.'······Bangor·' .....Maine ..........................................................
(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No........?J.:§.?....... , dated ...P.~.~.~.~ .~E....J.:?...t .....J .9-. ?..9.., as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No............................1..?. ~.§............................................... Town of .....e.i?.:PJ.~~_g_•- ·"·.. County of

2.

Description of minerals sought: ....G.9.PP.~±..............- .............- - - -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

Somerset
- - ----- ---

Post #1 is 3650 feet East and 2450 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and comer markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, . power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).
·

See Accompanying Map
I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the ...............;!,.~.t.h.............. day of .......~.?.-.!:.9..h................, 19.7.J. . . ... The claim is to be recorded in the name of

-··· Hurnble.....O.il .... &..... Refining .cornpany L P .•.o •.....Box ....1383, Bangor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. ............?.J.::.t9. ---··-··-• dated ....J.?../..!.?..f..IQ._, as herewith exhibited.

_ _Date
/l1()vv./4 _. (5:',.

1 2.7 1 --· - -

Claim No. -·-~...:::/...'if.:..( [...~........ will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.Z.,L_.
First filing

V

Renewal _ __

---% 6:,a~
. . . -.... . ~ 141 Name of Recorder

a -,

. f.2/;L
. c2..:.. /?1t1 . F0'r
·_3. T
i>~te and time .of recording

FormG

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ............. _Denn.is .... Dug a 1 ...................................P .•. 0 .-..... Box .... 13·8·3 ·'·····B angor , .....Maine ........................................... ······•·····-( Locator's legal name and address ns shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .......?.!.::§?.... . ., dated ...P.~..S:.~.~ er J.:?. .!.......!. ~..?..9. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No. ·-····· ..··..··· .........~.~..

2.

Description of minerals sought: ...G.9.PP~J::.....-......- ..................................- - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, naµ.iral objects or permanent monuments:

~.?.. . . . . . -... . . .. ,_. . . ... . . . . Town of .....1?..~PJ.:?::~.g··-····.. County

of

Somerset

Post #1 is 5150 feet East and 2150 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and comer markings, appli ..
cable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, . power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location (attach drawing(s) to application),
·

See Accompanying Map
I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the ..- ..........J:.~.:!;:JL........... da:y of .......~.9.-Xf:.h................ , 19.7..±........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of

...._Humble ....Oi 1 ....&.....Refining ..Company, .. P •.O ...... Box.....13 8 3 , Bangor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No.............?..!.:. ~.9

··---··tll..~
Date

I>:-.. ..Lfl_,__
1- - - -

Claim No. ---~..~ .Y...."r...Z ......... will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.~
.
First filing ----✓
---- Renewal _ __

, dated ....,.!.?../..!.?.f..?. Q..., as herewith exhibited.

_Z~~
· /

Name of Recorder

0;{;,/2 r .

· .

CY." /?/JI

Date and time _o f recording

/fST

Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ..............Denn.is ....Dugal .................................. P .•. o.......Box ....13·8·3·'······Bangor , .....Maine ......................................................... ..
(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No........?J.::::.~. ?......., dated ...P.~~·~·~ ·~·~·. J ·?.. !......J. 9...?..9.. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

488..~................................................ Town of .....~.~pJJ.~_g··-····· County of

Somerset

1.

Claim No. - ············

2.

Description of minerals sought: ...G.QPP.~.~............- ..........................................- · · - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, na~ral objects or permanent monuments:

Post #1 is 2300 feet East and 3300 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing ( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, . power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).
·

See Accompanying Map
I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the ...............+..7-.:t.h.............. day of ..... )1.<?.-.~.9..h... ............., rn.?J. ...... The claim is to be recorded in the name of

.......Humble.....oi.l .....&.....Refining ..Companv, ... _P •.o •..... Box ....1383, Bangor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No.............7.J.:::.~.O

..:..-.. . .. ..f//l C l ~

1,( ,---_(_7 ~
/ I"_ _

Date

Claim No. -·-~···~ ·'i::_J(._.C. ..._ will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19..2L.
First filing

~ Renewal _ __

, dated ....,.! .~./.!.?..f..?..Q.. , as herewith exhibited.

-Cl;~~,Q~
... ~

B A---=-·$~
~ -- ~
·~ ~7Recorder

_0 11!?1 .

d ,r///4.

· . f £~te and time .of recording

EZsr

Form<.;

STATE OF MAINZ
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD TI-IE STAKI N G OUT OF A CLAIM

I, .............. Denn.is .... Dugal ...................................P .•. o ....... Box.....138.3.,..... Bangor., .....Maine ......................................--··-·······-(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ........7.J.:. f!..?....... , dated ...P.~.S:.~.~.~E.....!.:?.. l ..... J. 9...?...9. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No.--······-···········~··~~.~.............:...-............_.................. Town of -···~·~PJ.:?::~.g··-·"·- County of

2.

Description of minerals sought: ...G.QPP.~.:i::.....-······------- ________________

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

Somerset

Post #1 is 3750 feet East and 3050 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and comer markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, . power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing ( s) to application).
·

See Accompanying Map
I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the -········J,.~-t:h.............. da:y of .......~.?.-..:;::.g.h··········-····• 19.7.J. .... . The claim is to be recorded in the name of
_...JB~.mf?..le Oi ! ......~.....B.~J ining·····G.9..;:m?..?.J:.D.Y.,._...!'. O. B9.x 13 8 3 , Bangor, Maine
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. ····-····_?._!.=.~-0

··--·-·· ma~d /).~ I.( >. . .1. _ _
Date

Claim No. ··--·~····':/..·':(.,·r.._1.__........_ will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19...7...,L...
First filing

V

Renewal _ __

, dated ....} .~./.! .:?.l.?..Q.., as herewith exhibited.

Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ..............Denn.is .... Dugal ...................................P .•. o .•..... Box ....13.8.3., ..... Bangor , .....Maine ······································-·- --·······-(Locator's legal name nnd address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .......?J.: ..~. ?.. ..... , dated ....P..~.9..~.~·~·~···J ·?.·· '-···· ·!··~··?.·9.·· , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No. -·····-····~-~.~-0- - -····-············-·················· Town of .....9..9.:P.ti~g··--··- County of

2.

Description of minerals sought: ...G.QPP.~.+.-:·····-····--····-······....·········-··-- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, naµiral objects or permanent monuments:

Somerset

Post #1 is 5250 teet East and 2750 feet South of the northwest
corner of the State Lot.
4. Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and comer markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, . power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing ( s) to application).
·

See Accompanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the --········J,.~.t.h.............. day of .......~.9.~.9..fL_·····-····• 19.7.!........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of

-·· Humble..._o.i.1 .....&.....Refining .Companvc_P •. o .•.....Box ....138 3 t .... Bangor, Maine
( Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No.

71- 4 0

Claim No. -·-~.'l....'J::f..t!..__ ·········· will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.-7 I .
First filing

. I

/

Renewal _ __

, dated ....,.1.?./.1.?..[?..Q._, as herewith exhibited.
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FOR
ON
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Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM
1, ..................Denni.s ....R .•.....Dugal .................P ..•.o.•......Box .... 1.3.8 3 L ..Bangor., .. Maine························································-··
( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No. ..7.f."::.fr7............ , dated .. .P.~.9..~.~.~.!:....J..?. . ,.......~.2.?...9. . , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

10,000 Acre

1.

Claim No . .......................tt~.+.······························-·················· Town of .............'!'.~~.<?..~ .............. County of

2.

Description of minerals sought:

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

~.~~~.!'..~.~.:!:......_._

G.QPP.~f:······················· ···································································································· - -- -- ·-·- -

Post #1 is 500 feet S45E of the outlet of Long Pond.

4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and comer markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, . power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).
·

See Accompanying

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the ..............:!-..§.tP.:.............. day of .......~~.i.:;.~~················, 19....
The claim is to be recorded in the name of
...........H:umbl.e.....O.i.l .....&.....Re.finin.g.....Co.:rnp.a.ny.,......P.. .•.0. .•......~.9..;?!;.....l..~..
~.!l:!-ngor , Maine

.?.!....

e..~. ,. .. .

(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. ...........7..l.::::.4..0....................... , dated

__;z1a-t-v/2 ___2- Z ,j9 ? I
Date

_ _ _

~

Signa

Claim No ..........':/..~ 0.~J.. ... . ..... wjll be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19...7 .L.

Tust filing - ~

enewal -- - -----·

.l.~./.l.:?./.7...9. ......., as

~ U=r~J} _
e of applicant

// /)

/J

~ .LJ?.i.~. ~~
;J/4-:bz_ , Lt2,:./t.Jt1. JE---SL
.... .

Name of Recorder

__

herewith exhibited.

.

Dati

~·a"time of recording

Form C

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ........................ Dennis .... R.•..... Duqal..............................P .•. o •..... Box .... 1.383 , ..... Bangor.1 ... Maine.........................................
(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No. ... .?.l : . ~.?.......... , dated .... De.c ember..... 15.., .....l.9.7.0, as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

10,000 Acre

1.

Claim No ...................... ~..

2.

Description of minerals sought: ......... G.9..PP.~.~····················································································································- ··-·-··- ·- ··-· - · - -·

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

~.?.. ?. .......... . . ... . .... ... .... . . ...... . . Town

of ..........~.:'::.~~·~················· County of ......§.9..~~.?:.~.~~··-··-

Post #1 is 1300 . feet SlSW of the outlet of Long Pond.

4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing ( s) to application).

See Accompanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the ...........J.§.!J}....... .......... day of ........ !1.?.:.;:.~.h .............. , 19......7...!.. The claim is to be recorded in the name of

....Hurnble .... oil .....&..... Refininq ...cornpany , ..... P.•. o •..... Box.....13.8.3,..... Bangor_, ...Maine__ _ __
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No............. .7.J.. ::.~.9.. ..... . .... ... . . , dated ...!.?../.!.?../.?..Q. .. . , as herewith exhibited.

First filing ..........~.. Renewal -····-······----·

-
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REFINING COMPANY
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HUMBLE OIL & REFINING COMPANY
HOUSTON, TEXAS
MINERALS DEPARTMENT

7 7001

May 10, 1971

POST OFFICE BOX 2180

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT
Re:

Claim Nos. 4136-4150, 41534169, 4321-4362, 4367 and
4368 -+ '-/31:,7
State of Maine
DeBoullie Project
Aroostook County, Maine

Mr . Robert G. Doyle
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Pursuant to Section 2140 of the Maine Mining Law, Humble
was granted a time extension effective until ice-out or June 1,
1971 to allow time to meet investigatory work requirements
needed for over ice operations to extend Claim Nos. 4136-4150,
4153-4169, 4321-4362, 4367 and 4368 for the year 1971. A work
expenditure of $100.00 per claim is required for extension.
During the period between November 1, 1970 and May 1, 1971
investigatory work was performed on the claims resulting in
the following expenditures for each contiguous group of claims.
DeBoullie - Pushineer Ponds (32 claims)
11
/ ;J__
---:-~
Claim Nos. 4153-4169, 4139, 4140, 4348-4359, and ~ ~ 3 .,z
Expenditures:

Geophysics
Core Drilling
Geology and Other
Total

$ 4,788
11,745
3,263
$19,796

Geophysics
Geology and Other
Total

$ 3,166
1,958
$ 5,124

Gardner Pond (27 claims)
Claim Nos. 4321-4347
Expenditures:

Mr. Doyle
May 10, 1971
Page Two
Black Pond (13 claims)

v'

1

Claim Nos. 4136-4138, 4141-4150
Expenditures:

Geophysics
Geology and Other
Total

$ 1,902
1 2 156
$ 3,058

✓ Denny Pond (3 claims)
Claim Nos. 4360, 4361 and 4362
Expenditures:

Geophysics
Geology and Other
Total

-,~
664
394
$ 1,058
$

Crater Pond (2 claims)
t...;L.

Claim Nos. 4367 and 4368
Expenditures:

Geophysics
Geology and Other
Total

$
$

536
316
852

We request that the above expenditures be applied to work requirements for the years 1970 and 1971 extending the claims to
December 31, 1972. Expenditures for the work requirement for
1971 covering Gardner Pond should be applied to Claim Nos.
4321-4329, 4333-4347.
We petition to have the expenditures in excess of the
1970 and 1971 work obligation for any claim group credited
to assessment requirements for future years.
Submitted in compliance with work obligations on the
claims is the following:

A. Annual Report of Claimholder, Form L
B. Affidavit - Investigatory Work, Form I
C. Draft in the amount of $770 in payment
of the renewal fee of $10.00 per claim.
Please confirm that these claims are extended for the year
1971 and advise whether the excess expenditures will be allocated
to future years.

Mr. Doyle
May 10, 1971
Page Three
No request is made to extend the claims staked on Little
Black Pond (4151 and 4152) and Galilee Pond (4363) as these
ponds are less than ten acres in the area.

J4

ncerely,
,
~~)
/\
e
\
///}
/)
.() _/
~::.~I t)((>rl{ c~:-~.iuv /_,, ,
1

'l

orace E. Rowold
District Landman
HER/mhw
Enclosures

HUMBLE OIL & REFINING COMPANY
Pierce Street Bldg. T-400
Bangor International Airport
Bangor, Maine
04401
March 22, 1971

REGISTERED MAIL
Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine
04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Enclosed are two (2) applications to record the
staking of claims over Long Pond, a major pond in the
10,000 Acre Tract of Tl R6 (B.K.P., W.K.R.). The claim
numbers are 4451 and 4452. The exact location of the
claims are shown on the accompanying map.
A check (#153, The Merrill Trust Company, Bangor,
Maine) in the amount of twenty dollars ($20.000) is
enclosed to cover the cost of the recording fee.
Please return to me a copy of the applications
after execution by the State.

Sincerely,

I)~Jr~T~
Dwight G. Moore, Jr.
Geologist

DGMjr/nh
Enclosures

Form C

ST.ATE OF MAINE
MAINE :,1INING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ...................P..:

~:, D. 1-:.~... . f : . ~ \,.::'.' :.1.J:. . . . ..P...,.. Q.., ... D1.X.....lJ..8..3..1..... ....Ds,n.g.o.r. ........M.a.i.n.e......................................................
1

( I •.',,t ... ;'s legal n:,r:.,· ,lr, J. .:.d<lrcss as si10wn on Prospcct0r's Pc,mit)

holder of Prospec tor's Permit No....?..J::.§..7......... , dated P.g.9.§lJit·. ?X..... } ..2.1...... .l..~..7..0. ..... , as herewith txldJited,
hereby make appli<;ation to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the :\faine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No ................. ~.. ?.§·····································-·················· Town of

2.

Description of minera,~ sought: .................~.?..C:?..'.'=:E.!.......~.~.!:?:.~.......................................................- - - - - - - -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, na~ural objects or permanent monuments:

1.

?. ?. ~~. 1. . . J~1.?.~.:?. )cov:nty

of P:.. s ca tag_ui s

Claim post #1 is located 3000 feet west arid 2400
feet south of the northeast corner of the State Lot.
4.

ura wing ( s) or claim area showing clair,, comers with distances, oe::;.r;,·,gs, and comer markings,
cable witness points, permanent mom,r.. ,c;r,ts, ponds, streams, dams, coastli~1e, roads, bridges, p,,'>'>'
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location (aitach drawing(s) to appL:cation).
S~~ Acc6mpanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets :fJ;;.ced thereon as required by
law_ on the ........?.9.J.b.................... day of ...9.£.t..9.R..~X............., 19.7..l....... The claim is -c0 be recorded in the name of
....J~.~~.1..~ .....9.~.J:......~ ..... Rg.t.'.Jc.D.J:.D.9.....C.9.IBP..g,.D.Y.~.... J?......Q..,......P..Q.~ .....1.3..8..1.,,,....:S..an.g.oL_M.ain e_ __
( Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No........7.1.:::A.Q....

.................. D6a~ernber_.. 8L......l .971
t _./

'-I ,,,.-.

t

. .,

- - - -~

Claim No . ......~L.LI........................... will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19..1 '2--.

dated

~

.l.2.l.l..5.L.7...0........, as
~~

herewith exhibited .

¥

.41/~~. .~

First filing __/ __ Renewal _ _ __

., ,, / . '

Name of Recorder

Form C

APPLICATION TO RE CORD 7 :HE STAIC::.N",;} OuT OF A CLAIM

I, ......... .............P..~.nn..:L..e. ....~. ~ .. .P.:i-:lg.?.J.........P... ,..Q..~.....E :.:, ·:';.....l.;3...8..3....•..........0..an.go.r.1......I:1.ai.nr:. ...................... ........................... ....
(Locator's legal name and address as shO\•,, . .; n Prospcct0: ·~ Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ....?..J.--:..§..7 ......... , c:..',.:::d P.g.g.§.(.(1£:·.<?.X..... J..!?..J.......l..2..7..0. ....., a,:; ..:,:-ewi,h sc...:.:. :~.::;: . ,
hereby make applicatio~- to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisic:.::.: of fr.i: • .-iaine
.\'lining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and ~.1or€: particularly is described as follows:
: . Claim No. ......................A.:4. ?7........·- --

-················· Town of .'f.'..~..~.!..1... (WEL~ )c,;un:y of Piscatc:SY :.. ..':

:t

D escription of minerals sought: ................. copper, .....z.in.c ···········- - -······························-·-·--·····-··- - - - -

J.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, na~ural objects or permanent mon-uments:

Claim post f l

is located 1500 feet west of the northeast

corner of the State Lot.
D;:a wing ( s) or claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and comer markings, ..ppHcable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).
S ~ ~ Acc6rnpany i ng ~ ap

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets pi«.::ed thereon as required ::,
law_on the -········~·.9._t..h.................... day of ...9£.t..9.P..?..f. ............, 19.7..l........ The claim is to be recorded in the name o.
..... Humble.....01.1 ....&.....Re.f1n.1.ng.....companv..c••••••P.o.......Box..13 83..,_.....Bang~ ~J\.irte._ _ __
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit )

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No........?.J.:::-..4.Q.....·---············• dated

_

_o;.~ember_B, 1971____ ____ --- ~

':1..~£..7... ... . . . . .

Claim No.........
will be in .effect until
rnidnight, December 31, 19.....Z...~
First filing - - ~_ Renewal _ __

~

.l..i./.l...5.L.7...0_......, as herewith exhibited.

.~ ¥-~------

·~Name
~·
· ··a.-··U,,~ ---+-----of Recorder

Form C

MAINE MI NING BUREAU
APPLICA'l'ION TO RE COR:C ·.::i:HE S'I •.. ::.:. :::xc OUT OF A CLAIM
.. ................ De r!ni.s......R.. _____D·~ ~I a.l........P ...o....... 3 o)t:. .....l 3 8.3._..........}.: --:tngor..,...... t1.aine...................................... ___............___

I

( Locator's legal name and address as ~hown on Prospect,:;.', i er;n it)

,oider of Prosp -:: .: ~or':. Permit No . ... ?...1.:-::..§..7 ......... , dated P..~.9.~~.~,.:.J:..s.£..... J .2..,.......\)..7..0...... , ::.s :'.0rewith exhibited,
:.c:rc:by make application to record the staking out of a cla~:-:: :;.: .:.ccordance ·., ,. :J1 the L,_,..,·,-;sions of fr.e :.\fa ir. ,:
~v~ining Law. The claim is composed of the land.:i ,;hown on the sketch attadi.::J hereto, anci more :;,articularly is described as follows:

~.

D escription oi minerals sought: .................S:.?..P..P..?.E.!.......~.~T:.~.................-.................................................... _. _______

S.

D escription of location of claim with reference to
township b oundaries, na~ural objects or per:.;,ant ,.t monui·, . ~:its:

Claim post #1 is located 1500 feet west and 600 feet south
of the northeast corner of the State Lot.
4.

Iir,twing (- of claim area showing daim comers with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, :_:ionds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will ~dentify r:·..: ciaim location ( attach drawing ( s) to application).

Se~ Accompany i ng Map

I certify that ~.c daim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the ..........?..9..E.t~
................... day of ...9.£."t..9.P...~X............., 19.7.J........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of
.......~}.~~.J:..~.....9.~J......~ .....B:.~J.t.n.;i,.n_g.....C9IBP...f:lJ1Y...t...... P...t..O..,......P-.QX.....1.3..8..~.....B..an.g.o.r... _._::~.""i.n.e ~--<Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No........7.1..:::A.Q.. ___

__ , dated .l).L.l ..5..L.7...0........, as

herewith ex.. ,~ .c:d•

c:=;y
~
~;;~~ ~~
~/.±Ld.
~. .~'ied;;

. .................DD~~ember .....8 1-.....1.9.71.... _ - -.- . ___

.Y.Ji..£ .C... . . . . . .

Claim No . ....
will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.......- ..:..,

....

Fir;;t filing_ ~

·...·......

R.ar..ewal _ _

Name

/d ...#"/11... .13-&7.
£,.:. .-, and time of recording

/

2j;y/7/
7
/

Form C

S TA TE OF lVil:. . ~:i:f.8

MAil\E .'v u NING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ........................ Denni.s...... R •._..Dugal........ P ...o.. .....r,<:)X.... ;I.3.8.3. ... ..... :e.2,nc :.:,::. J·7aine .......................................-............... .
1 .. ..

(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospec,v: ·J ?ern,i1. i

· N o..................................
71-67 , date d .............
Dec ~
"·rrJ:;.:.
r 1 ,!.i:: .., .. .....,;.,·, .0.;:......
7ti,,,...... , as 'r.~rew1t· h ex11·Ho1te d ,
..,...... s ..............
l10ld er of P rospector's p erm1t
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the prov1:.ions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more par.:icularly is described as follows:
1

Co·.:::>oer

2.

Description of rr,;nerals sought:

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, naJ:ural objects or permanent monuments:

•

7 .; ·~ ~

• • • ••• ••• ••• •••• •••••••••• .1. •• J· •• •••• • • • •• ' · · ····'--' - - - J.. '-' -·· · ·· · ······· · ··....... ..... ..... ..... ________••••••••••• _ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ __

Claim post fl is lqcated 1500 feet west and 1200 feet
"%.

· 9 quth of the northeast corner of the State Lot.
Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim comers with a istances, '.:.-':arings, and .::_. .. ,, . .:,arkir.gs, ;:,.pp:., .
cable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, darr,.s, coastline, road.,, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location (attach drawing(s) to appii•
cation).

I cer~ify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed tL,reon as required by
law on the ........?..9.J.h.......,........... day of ...9£.t..Ql;?.g.;r;:... - ......, 19.7.J........ The claim is t,~ l::,e i.:..:.:.:..:.::..-.:G in the name -~f
...Ji.~~ 1 e O i Jo......~.....B.~JJ.D..;!,.D._g.....~QIBP.sJ,.D.Y...r.•.• P..,..Q..•......P..9.X.....1.3..8..3..,.......:.;:;;..:•.g.o..i...s---·· .... i n.e_... _--·...
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. .......7.J.,::.4.Q..·-- -·········• dated J ..2.L.l...5.L.7...0_...... , as herewith eL::b~t~ .

. ................ Decembe.r ....8 1......1.9 71·········-·-·- ··---·---{ ~ - - 1 0 - ~ .
Date

Claim No. ... !i.l(.I:_'J............ will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19,..7-~

First filing

OY--, <A.AA\J

Sig;a/~ ;!Jplicant

~

Renewal _ _

/

~~~~
~i.e.-~
. ~...1/.~ ..1/..... . ....:. . . .. .ff/1~1 C---S /_ ... .
~~m%e
of Recorder

Dat . and timo .
. .. . ' .. , ... ,.

;.~c,rding

Form C

STA'l'E OF MAINE

MAI::--: .S A I NING BUREA(.;
APPLICATION TO RECORD 'l'HE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ....................... .0 em: i.s .... _R . .· ..Du q a 1 ........P .-.0..-...... B o x .... 1.3. 8 3 ,. ....... Bang or , .11.ai.n e ....................... -............... __ ..........__
( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ....7...J:.--::..§..7. ........, :~ated P..~.gg(f.J.:,g :i;::-......:.~.,?. . ,.......1.~..7..0. ....., as herewith -= .-;::·.:\ ::c. -·,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim ~:. :::.::corda.-.c;;: with the provisions of the ;Aai:-i~
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attachec. .1ereto, and more parcic-~larly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No ...........................1-J.~
_0_____

_. ......... 70wn

2.

::Jescription of minerals sought: .................copper, .... z.j_n c ... _________________

of .~§.Rl4

(WE:S S )com,.:y of Piscataqui$

S. :>escription of location of claim with referenc-o to
township boundaries, naj:ural objects or permam,nt monuments:

Claim post #1 is located 1500 feet west and 1800 feet
so.uth of the northeast corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markin~", ;.;,;.~
cable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridge:;, pow .. lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim locatio~ ·;,;;;:::..c1.:.- d~·;;.wing(s) rn ;;ppl:..cation).
·

Se~ Acc6rnpanying Map

I certify that the claim was st;-':-.:ed out and boundary lines marked or pickets : ?. c;:;d. ,i:here,;;:. __ ;; required b:,
law_ on the _....... 9..th........... ........ .day of .. .9.£.t..9.P..?.X............, 197...l ....... The claim is te- be recor'-- ,i in the na::-,2 of

?.

....J~.~~.:l.~.. 011

& R~J .:1.D..~.D.g ___
..cmm2.su1.Y...1......t>..t..0_.,......?..9.x.....1.3..8..3..,......r .. ,. __:-. . -;.:.c:. (Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No........7.1.::::.4.Q.... ___ , dated

..............._December ___ s , ... 1.971 .... _ __
Date

tile . .. . . . . .. . . .

Claim No. ......
will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19....7._1:-;
First filing -~

Renewal _ _ __

. .... :::.a.i.n.e__..._,__..

.l..~.L.l..5..L.7...0..-..., as

herewith exhibited .

Form C

MAINE :vi.iNING BUREAU
APPLIO.\:'~ION TO RECORD T:S:E STA:c:~·-··-G OUT OF A CLAIM

1, ...................... Denni.s ...... R.•._..Duqa.l ........ P ... o.......Bc,x .....13.B.-:• .· ......... Bangor , . ...Maine........................-...·- ··----·---(Locator's legal name and address as show;-. ,m Prosi.;

r,~• Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No .... 7.J:::::.§..7.......... , dated P..~.\d.~n:,. .;.,gx......l..~.J.......l .9...7..0...... , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accor,::~;;.nce with the p:.:.:;.·,,;isions of the Maine
:Mining Law. The clairr. is composed of the lands shown on the sketc?:, attached hereto, ..:: .~. more partiC\l•
larly is describ.ed as follows:

.T.f~~}. ~..... (WEL~)county

4

1.

4_6_1_ _ ·····........... ..._._ .................. Town of
Claim No. - ......... _ _·_

2.

Description o~ minerals sought: .................coppe.r ,..... z.inc _......_________

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, naµ.iral objects or perman c nt mom:..:..-.1ei. -.:s:

of Pisca ·: .. . 1 uis

Claim post il is located 1500 feet west and 2400 feet
south of the northeast corner of the State Lot •
.,..

Drawing(s) 0: c,.-L.. .. rea showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and cc. ::.,:;: markings, app·::.
cable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, ;:;ridges, . power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim loc:.t ;on (attach drawing(s) ::o a·:, · 1:cation).
·
· ·

s~~ Acc6mp a : :ing Map

I certify that t.1-;:; . -1m was srnked out and b0"' ..-:i.ary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as req_·..:.i-:~d by
law on the -·-···..:::....:.:S:.;.~................... day of ...99..'t..9.f:-..~);....._...-, 197.J,........ The claim is to be :ce.::or.-:d in the .,~..:-: •i .
H umb 1 e Oi 1 ..~..... B~JJ.P in g Comp .9J1.Y..1•••.J?...,..Q..,......!?..Q.:'-~.... L3...8..1.,.._..B..an.\J->:.t.-._··-.. · .,•.J..e____
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No..... _.7.1.::.1.Q.... --···-·-, dated

. ··--··-····-December -· 8 .L. 19 7 1 ..- - - - - - - ~
Date

__{f_f..f....-... .. . . .

Claim No . ... __lf_
will be in .effect ,mtil
midnight, December 31, 19._._. .
First filing

v ' Renewal _ _ __

.l.Z.L.l...~L.7...0_......, as

herewith exhibited.

·~-- -........Q~
~gn;/ .,.... ··~-·-~~
2Zlica·nt

~
/

J

.... -

..LdfY~{r~~
.-.. ... .,.., of Recorder

_./.6U..
.!z.r . ...~#1 ~
. 7i~t~
-,t~ai
time of re,:.-:::ding

'

.

.

·

,,

.

I, ........................Den ni.s ...... R.. ._..Dt::--:r al........ P ...o.•.....Box .... 13.8.3.c ......Bar::;;or:. 1 ... .. .lviai n e .......................... -..... .. .... .
(Locator's legal ,.;,m-, ~:.2. ;:,.adrcss us shown on Prospector , Permii:)

holder of Prospector's ?en~1it ·No....?..J.:::.§..7. ........., dated P..~.9.§t:;,,;.-.~.:;;.:....J.~.-'··....l:i.7..0...... , as herewith exh:oitec ,
hereby make application ~v :..·ecord the staking out of a cl.,,.; __, ~ .. ....::Cvl ·_:,_ __.,y0 wich C:·,0 l'rovisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands "hown c,,1 d .10 sk;;,.;:~: .:.. ....d ,ed hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

2. Description of miner,..~ '"'•.::- ·•t: ................copper., .... z.inc .....................- ...- - --·····-···3.

Description of 1oca·.:ion of claim with reference to
.:0wnship bo,~:uda:..-ies, naj:ural objects or perma; .0"-:ri: monum~·-·,,.s:

Claim post #1 is located 1500 feet west and 3000 feet
south of the northeast corner of the State Lot.
4.

I:,,.,wing(s) of cla .•,• .·,.,ea showi...,s clai.-•. :.;.:,cers with ..... .-.-,ce", . ,, . .. 6;,, and c,.,:L •.: ni.:1.--kir•..:. ,, .•~:•~:,..::,. :,.e witness point.;;, permanent monumca:.,., __.. ,:,nds, streams, 6.a..1; ;;, yoastline, roads, bridge:, --,., ., ~·::
: ..•cs, buildings and other such objects as wii: ;.dentify the claim loc;:.t:on ( attach drawing ( s ) ,. .;.
.::a.:.,m).
·

Se~ Accompanyins - ~2

I certify that the claim was staked out and bo,., ..:.:.:.~'Y lines m.;..:zed or pickets placed thereon as rel'..~ ... .=-:l .
law_on the -····••f-•.9..t..h .................. day of ...9.£.t..QP..~.;,;,:......-, 197.J........ The claim is to be record.e~ in the :....... . :. ..
•....~.~~ 1 e O1J.... §...•.B~.t.). n 1 ng Comp an.Y....r••• J?_,..Q..,......P..Q.X.....l.3..8..3...,......E.an.g.c.,.,:::...._.:.:..i.::..n.e_ ..... -......_
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No........7..1::::..1.9 - --, dated

Decembe ·.: - '.3

19'i :.:.

.... ······- ············-······-·-···· ...... -1. ................ .... ·······-·-····- - ··- --······- ~-·- -

Date

~

Claim No . •.•..:'://:/_./... ...
...... will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19....._ · .
First filing

_L

Renewal _ _ __

.l..2.L.l ..~L.7...0._., a.,;

;:.,.r,:;with exLb:i.:.;,~

Form C

STATE OF l\L. . IS~
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKIXG OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ........................P..~.D..D.J.e......~..~ .. .P.'.lJ._g_9.J.........r. ,. Q..! ... ...:B..9.X.....:U..8..3..J...........t.?.Q.n.g_or.1..... Uai.n.e.......................................... ···········( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ....7..J.:::.§..7. ......... , dated P.g.ggrnt?.~.J:..... J..;?..J.....JS.7..0. ..... , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim ~n accordance with the provisions of the :Maine
i\'1ining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is describ_e d as follows:

.'!..~..~!. 1.......~~~~.e.)county

1.

Claim No. ..........A.~.§}··············-······ - - - - ············ Town of

2.

Description of minerals sought: .................coppe.r ,..... z.in.c···············-- - -- · - -- - - - - - - -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township , ·>undaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

or Piscatag_~is

Claim post #1 is located at the northeast corner of the
State Lot.
4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and comer markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildi~1gs and other such objects as will identify the claim location (attach drawing(s) to application).

Se~ Acc6mpanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines mar;-:"'-:. or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the .......} ..QJ.h................... day of Octqp.~ .f............, 19.7.J ........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of

.... Humble.....oi.1 ... & .....Re.fin1ng ...company L .•P. o .•.....Box_. 13 83.........Bang.o...-i:-_M.a.i.ne____
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No.......7.). ::A.Q......--.-........... , dated J ..f./.l..5.L.:Z..O...... , as herewith exhibited.

tf__.'f..f;J.. . . .. .....

Claim No . •.......
will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19...2 2-:First filing

, / Renewal _ _ __

Form C

ST.t,.':.'.'E OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

A?PLICATION TO RECORD T:HE STA1GNG OUT OF A CLAIIfi

I, ........................ Denni.s ..... R.•....Duqa.l ........r ...o......... Box ....13.8.3., ....... Bangor.1..... Mai.ne .......................................... ..............
( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ....?...J:.:::§.7.. . ...... , dated P..~.f.§.::D.t?.~X.....J.~.J...... .l..9...7.0...... , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim m accordance with the provisions of the :\1aine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No.....................................4AJ$.A..................................... Town of .~..~..!3!. 1.....J~.~ f.§.)county of Piscat._~g_~is

2.

Description of minerals sought: .................S:.9-.P.?..~E!.......~.~.!::.~.................................................... __________

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, nai:ural objects or permanent monuments:

Claim post #1 is located 600 feet south of the northeast
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing( s) . of claim area showing claim comers wifr, distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).

Se~ Acc6mpanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the ........?.. Q:t.h................... day of ...9.f..t.QP..~ X....- ....., 19.7J,........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of
.....J~.~~.J::.~.....9.~J......~.....R~.f.t.n.;i,.n_g.....C9.IBP..gJJY.A.•.J.>..~.Q..,......:S..Q.X.....l.3..8..3..,......B..an.g.oL_t:.a.i.ne~--<Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. .......7.1:::.4.9-......--........... , dated

~~

________ Dr::~ember _ 8 , __ 19 71 __________________ .

_L

as herewith exhibited.

~;;;QQ--::, ,,,.1

dk ../4..r / 4 ~

JJ....'i... €.

Ciaim No . .....
tJ.................. will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19._.:ll:;First filing

J.2.L.l..5..L.:Z..Q...... ,

~

Name of Recorder

Renewal ______

.
'·

I ,,\.

'

-~./..~/i•
ij.,t'i,(Z./....
.·
;fo,·~~
'

.

/d /?~

time of recording

, , ',..

'

65

l

Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORj) THE STAIGN"G GUT OF A CLAIM
I, ........................Denni.s .....R . .... .Duqal........ i.., .•.o........:·~m.: ....1 .3.8.3., ....... Bangor, . !:' a:•_.,.. '";...................................... ·- -···
( Locator's legal name and address as show:-.

0n

Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospecto/s Permit No . ...7.),.__
-::..§..7. ........., dated P.g.g.~.w.gx.....J..~ ..,.......19...7. 0. ....., as he,ewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
l.

Claim No . ............4.4.6..5...- ... ····-···········...·....·········-·····..··· .. ·.. ·.. Town of .~..~..~!..~... -J.~.~.~.§.) County of Pis cat ~g_~is

2.

Description of minerals sought: .................S:.?..P.P..~E!.......~.~.!:?:.~............. ____

3.

Description of location of claim with referenca to
township t ..,oundaries, na~ural objects or perma•
nent mom. ,ents:

Claim post #1 is located 1200 feet south of the northeast
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing( _: of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, a;,p'!icable wit.. ss points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, ~,v,,, ,.lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to .;pplication).

Se~ Acc6mpanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the -·-·····?._.Q_.t._h................... day of ...9.£.'t..9..R.?..f.".......... -., 19.7.J........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of
-· Humble.....oi.l ...&.....Re.fini.ng .....Company, .....P..~.o........Box.....1.3 8.1.,...... B.ang.QL_l:.ta.i.n.e____
(Legal name and address

OS

shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. .......7...1:::.9: 0

. ................. Decembe.r .....8 1 .....1.9.71.. _.......- - ---·--Date

.J/_i./.L . . . . . . .

Claim No ...
will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.....::Z.~
First filing

_✓
___

Renewal _ _ __

......... , dated

.l...2.l.l..5.L.7...0........, as herewith exhibited .

Form C

STATE OF MAIRE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD 'l'H:E STl:,Y.:::-;;sTG OUT Ol? A CLAIM

I, ........................De.nni.s ......R . ....Duqal........ P ... o....... Box ....J .3.8_3 L

.......

Bango.::::.........~'lai.ne ......................................... ................

(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ....?..J::::.§..7. ........., dated P..~.gg~':?g.:r......1.:..1.......: .i.7..0.. ...., as h,:;;·ewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim ir. accordanc.-:: wit::. the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim -is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No . ...................~..~.~-?.............................................. ........ Town of

.'.!'..~..~!. 1. . ..J~?E'..~.§)county

2.

Description of minerals sought: .................s;..?..P.?..'.::E.!.......~.~·~·~··············································.........- - -- - - -

3.

Descriptio,·. of location of claim with reference to
township · .,ndaries, natural objects or permanent monr, ,ents:

of P is.cat c.:.c;-ui s

Claim post #1 is located 1800 feet south of the northeast
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing( s ) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and corner markings, appt.
cable witr. s points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, builctmgs and. other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing ( s) to application).
·

s~~ Acc6mpanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or picke~~ placed thereon as reqt..i:ed by
law on the ........ .?...9.J.b-................... day of ...9.£.t..9..P...~.f............., 19.7..J........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of

-· Hurnb le.....oi.l .... &..... Re.f in.1..ng.....companv .r .....P..LO.•......Box.....13 8 3 ., .....B ang.Q.r.."-·Mai.n.e._ __
( Legal name and address

OS

shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No........?.J.::::.1.9... ---··• dated

.................. December_.8 , .... 1.971........... _ _ __
Date

'1-.1.{f.. . . . . . . .

Claim No. -...
will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19...7.k
~~··rrst filing _

~

Renewal _ _ __.

.i . :

, 1:

J.2.L.l..5./.7...0._.._,

as herewith exhibitec .

Form C

STATE OF M ALL~
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, ........................De nni.s ..... R . ....Duqal........P ... o....... Box .... .13. 2.:·... ......... Ba,ngor..,..... ./''.'· inc .........................................................
( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No. ...7.),.::.§..7. ......... , dated P..~.9.~.®.?.?X..... J..2. ,.......l..2..7..0..... , as :w:-ewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provi.;i..:,:is of th€: :-.faine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, ar,tl more pal.ticula.-ly is described as follows:
l.

Claim No. .............

2. 0escription of minerals sought: .................~.~.P.E.~E!.......~.~.!?:.~......... 3.

- -·······.. ······················-..··· ...-._ - - - - - -

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boun daries, natural objects or permanent monu. .,:.--:its:

Claim post #1 is located 2400 feet south of the northeast
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim , ', c..ers with 6.istances, bearings, and comer markings, applicable witness points, permanent monumem:.., ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location (attach drawing(s) to application).

Se~ Accompanying Map

I certify that t..e claim was staked out aud boundary lines marked or pickets placed t hereon i.;, r~uired by
law on the ......... .9.J.h................... day of ...9.£.'t..9..f?..~.f:............ , 19.7 .J........ The claim is to be recorded iL the uame of
..... Humble.....01.1 .... &..... Re.f 1n1.ng ...comp any.c....P. o . ...B0x l3 8 34 ..... Bango_r__t'. .ai.n.e.____

?.

(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No....... .7.). :::.1.Q._ __,_, dated

.................. DD~~ember 8, .....1.9.71...........- .......

_'i'/..f.7.....

herewith exhibited .

_
-·-----a-::~ pllg s:=r/ f

Claim No. __
~will be in effect until
midnigh~ De~mber 31, 19.-.,ck
First filing

J.i.L.l ..5.L.7...0........, as

$ ~.tl._,:::i:r4,,;z
. ... . • N•~• of Rerord~

_L,_ Renewal__

.

'[r.,.!Z/.
. ... · /0 /ft/1
.
Dn{e\~a
time of recording
.
..

/ ~···~
..
.
,.,, '

~~

.. . .

,' I,

•Ill

. -.

1 : . ,

.

11

. •1

.

..

.

~

Form C

MAINE M~ NING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD T:HE STl-:..IGNG OUT OF A CLAIM

I ) ........................P..~.D.D..t..§......~--~.....P.~_g_9._
±.........r.. ~.O ..:..... J}o.x .....l.~. 6..3... ,..........P..Qn.g.<.~::..~.-- __:·-i. :~_i.::-lc ......................................____ ...
(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospect.:,/s Permitj

holder of Prospector's Permit N<,....7..J.:::§.7. ........., dated P.~.g.~.fftpgJ::..... l.;. ..,.......~.:i..?.G..... , ""; ·.,erewith exhibikd,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accord.:.;,ce w;,~~·. t:!-, 0 provis;ons of the ?\fair,.::.
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more panic ... larly is describw as follows:

.!...~..~!..1......J~E'..~.~)county

l.

Claim No. ·····················- 4_ 4_6_8___ _ _ ·················· Town of

of Piscatag_~is

2.

Description of minerals Svviht: ................coppe.r.' ......z.in.c ·············································· ... ······-···-······ -- - - - -

3.

Descriptim. of location of claim with refo,c:.:-, ce to
township boundaries, naJ:ural objects or permanent monuments:

Claim post #1 is located 3000 feet south of the northeast
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Dr;,wing( s '· .0: ch,;m arc:a showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and comer markings, .. ;;,;,.;.cable wit; . ..;s points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
linc:s, buildings and other such objects as will identify tL:: claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).

Se~ Acc6mpanying Map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as reqmrc:ci oy
law on the ......... ?..9..t..h................... day of ...9.g.t..Q.f?..~X.....•...•. , 19.7.J........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of
......~}.~~J..~.....9.?::J......~ ..... R.~JJ.D..;!,.D.g.....~.9.!D.P..9cI!.Y..l.••• J:>.....Q..,......~.o.~.....1.3..8..3..,.....:6.an.g.QL_M.a.i.n.e._____
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No.......?...+.-.:::-.A.9......---·········• dated

. _ ___D~~ember_B,__1971____________ __·

herewith exhibited .

~ ~PPP + -

?j.':/.J.{ __

,§/4..__d,___/47'~

✓

.

Claim No. •
will be ill effect until
midnight, Decemoer 31, 19..•..·-··-·
First filing

.l..:Z.l.l...5.l.7...0......., as

Renewal -

Name of Recorder

L.?./2.
=7·\,'Y/4.t.!.z{..
· ~~d .

(cl#/If

time of recor£~

. .. .. , .

·: .

~

form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE \ H NING BGREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STA1C:C:-IG- OUT OE' L

c::.,~:,._IM

I, ........................D<2 :.~ ~ .::...s .. .~ .~... .P..~g..~.J:.........P... ,..9 ..! ...... P..9.X..... l.J.S..3..1...........J>..g.n.g.or.1..... Hai .n.e........................................... .............. ..
( Locator's .~gal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holde;· of Prospector's Permit No ....?J::.§..7....... ... , dated P..~.gg~?.sX..... J.~..,...... J.9...7..0. ..... , as her,~with exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking o.:.t of a claim in accordance with the prc,v;~io ns of the Maine
\Jining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

2.

Description of minerals sought: ................. coppe r, ......~.~.!::.~........................................................ ...........

3.

D escription of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, nai:ural objects or permanent monuments:

- - --·---·-

Claim post #1 is located 3600 feet south of the northeast
corner of the State Lot.
4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim comers with dista :-,ces, bearings, and con, 2·~ narkings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, strearns, dams, coastline, roads, bridge~·,wer
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim locatio; . .(attach drawing(s) .- . ~:,"._i ..
cation).

Se~ Accompanying Map

I certify that th e claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed therem. as required by
law on the ........ ..?.. 9..t.0. ................ day of ...9£.t.Qf?..~.f....-...... , 19.7..1........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of

..... Humble.....oi.l._.&..... Re.fining ..company ..1......P. o.......Box. ..13 2.1.,,......Bango~ M.ain.e.____
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No........7.1.::A.Q______ , dated

.J2/.l..5..L.7...0........, as

herewith exhibited.

~ ~ l ; .pC y ~

. .. .Pi;;~.s>!ll!,~x_.§., .. l~.7J,... . _ _.___..

'i.'/.~ 7. .......

~~-·~

will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.._.. ___
-

Cb;m No. .

. .. /

FJist filmg _ _u__ Renewal _ _ _

Name of Recorder
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June 2, 1971

Maine Mining Bureau
State Office Building
.Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr . Doyle,
You have previously received "Form D - Notice of Transfer"
coveruig transfer of claims from Willard .A. Bodwell to
.International Paper Company. Locations and numbers of
claims as follows:
~527, 3529.3530,
3787-3790 inclusive
1l1c fil./ l1'.e'
✓
and 3802-3 815Acovermg overwater area of p~rts of Eagle
Lake and 3791-3801 inclusive covering overwater area of
parts of Square Lake. (.As per included sketches)
Included please -find check no. 1349 for $320.00 (32 claims
at $10/ claim)
Sincerely,

,;xk
---u✓e~~4~
Sewell Millett
Mineral Resources Depar~ment
SM:ch

Enc.

)

.... ,.
.......

.i/J~

:.,

~

/ \.;.-,r~. ·~ •

:(:t)

G_J

Form D - Notice of Transfer
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS,

THAT

I, Willard A. Bodwell

,the holder of Prospector's Permit numbered 71-13
Maine Mining Bureau,
and other valuable considerations
paid by International Paper Company

datedDecember 31,1970 issued by the
in consideration of one dollar

the receipt whereof
I
do hereby acknowledge, do hereby remise, release, bargain, sell and convey,
and forever quitclaim unto the said International Paper Company
who is the holder of Prospector's permit numbered 71-78
dated January 15,1971
issued
by the Maine Mining Bureau and
its Heirs and Assigns forever, all
my
right, title and
interest in and to the following described claim ( s) : ( claim numbers, town, county) Claim Nos. 3 5 2 7 , 3 5 2 9 ,
3530 37 87-3815 inclusive; T 16 R 5, Ar•oostook, County
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the same, together with all the privileges and appurtenances thereunto
belonging to
the said International Paper Company

Heirs and Assigns forever.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,

the said

I

Willard A. Bodwell

and
wife

veying
rights by descent and all
hereunto set
hand and seal this
of our Lord one thousl!_nd nine hundred and 7 /

of the said

joining in this conveyance and relinquishing and conother rights in the above described claim, have
,J_ f:, day of
in the year

JOM~

•

Signed, Sealed and Delivered
in presence of

..o/?J~ ···· · ~ ·······..()3~-u ..................

9tl.--,u. ;)_ 6;

STATE OF MAINE,} ss.

Personally appeared the above named

c:i. . . ·/}/) - . /}
/(./~

and acknowledged the foregoing instrument to b e

19

7 /

a,.,{_ • :6~~
free act and deed.

~
9

Before me,
, .

JUDITH HARRY
N otory Public, Hou J h ~on County M" h
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· ·
E
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STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM
10017
I , .....................
International
Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York ~.N. Y.
, .........................................................................................................._.................................................................., .................................................................... ..... ,...•......
·

( Lo~alor's legal name nnd address os shown on Prospector's Permit)

· holder of Prospector's Permit No. ".....7.1::: ..7..8. ........ , dated ... Januar.y. .. .15. ......1.9.7.1................. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

~ '7.!...ZL... _.____

l. ·· Claim No. -_..... "..........

Town of

2.

Base Metals
Description of minerals sought: ···"·····"-··-····-·-·.. "·····"..

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or perma.rient monuments:

_l:.,-19....J\......?_._

County of -:A:t:Q.Q§.1.9.'2.L

_··- --------------------..

OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE

· 4. Drnwing(s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and. corner markings, appli, . cable witness points, permanent monuments, porids, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim ·1ocation ( attach drawing(s) to application).
·
·

I certify that the cla~ ':?s staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by· .
law on the ...........7'(~......... day of .. F .e.b.r..u.a..r.y. ...".... , 19...7.1....... The claim is to be recorded in the name of .

_..lut.exna..ti.o.n.al.~P..ap..e.r....C.o.mp..an:y..,.....Z.Z..O....E •..42.nd•.....S.tr.e.e.t.,-1'-le.w._Y.o.r.k, NA Y" •. -1.0..017___ .
( Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)
191·i -as. h erew1
71 - 78
· h oId er of P rospect ors
' P erm1·t !No. - ·----"
Jan. - 15
. 'th
•wh o 1s
.........- · - • d a t e d -...--..
.......·•·-·'--A,
,,

.

March 5, 1971 ·
•-•H•ttH
••••""'"'Date
••t --------------

~
o opp ·

.a~ .., ...

Claim No. "·"·- .............- ..................... will be in effect unt'
midnight, December 31, 19...7,,l .• ,
First filing
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STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I

10017
International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York; N. Y.

' ················································································································-··············-······································································································································· •..............•
( Lo~ator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No. .......7.1.-::.7.8. ........, dated ... J.anuar.y. .. .15.~···.1.9.7.1 ................., as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim.is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
·
1.

f{.~4.~ · · - -- Town of _J:.,J.9.._:_R~-~--·····- County of

Claim No . ...............

Aroost..9.<2L

Base Metals
2. Description of minerals sought: ..........................................
·-·--·····················-·- - -------- - - - -- - - 3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:
OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE

4.

Drawing ( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines; buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim 'location ( attach drawing ( s) to application),

I certify that they}~"55 staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by·
law on the··········~~······· day of ..F .e.b..:r.:u.a.r.y .........., 19...71....... The claim is to be recorded in the name of
....Int.e.r.na..ti0.nal.~Pap..e .r....C..omp.any.,.....2.2.0....E ....42nd•....S.t.r..e.e.t.,._.Ne.w._Y.o.r.k .......N.....Y.-._l.Q_OD.___ _
( Legal name and address as shown on Prospech:>r's Permit)
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midnight, December 31, 19.._2.L .
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STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I

'

10017
International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York, N. Y.

················································································································-······································································································--··············································· ..............•.
( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ........71:::..7.8......... , dated ... J.anuar.y. ...15.•....1.9..71................. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

'1(___~?,- ,3

. . Town

of _I.,..19....:..R.,....?_..... County of

Aroost.g_q_L

1.

Claim No . .....................

2.

Base Metals
Description of minerals sought: ....................................................................................
--..·..·--- ---------'--

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

OVERWATER CLAIM ON· SQUARE LAKE
4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim ·1ocation ( :;ittach drawing( s) to application).

I certify that t h , ~ ~ ~ staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by ·
law on the ·:·· ..··-7'~G..il[••······ day of ..F..e.b..r..u.a.r.y.........., 19...7.l...... The claim is to be recorded in the name of
....lnt.e.r.na.ti.o.nal.::Pap..e.r.... C..omp.any..,. ....2.2..0....E •..:42.n.d......S.t.r..e.e.t....... New._Y.o.r.k .......N .....Y.A....l.O..Ql7_. __ .
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

·

•who is holder of Prospector's Permit No.......?!.:::.?.?.............-................, dated ~~~.~~...1.~:i.,.!.~Jl_ .as ,,herewith exhibited. ·

.... Mar~~te5 ,....19.n...·....- ··----·-·•····--

~ o1·········· mnt· .(for.

:1./-•

'First filing

-··_;L

Renewal___

r.~~

~".11.J!/{. .£

Claim No,·········-······-··············· will be in effect until • ·••
midnight, December 31, 19....

of Recorder

I ;,ternational Paper Co
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Date and time of recording
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STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

10017

!?.::..:.~.~.:.L. ~.~. ?.. . ~.:. ~.~?.:.~.~...?..~.:. .'....~.:.~. :..?..~.~~ N. y.

I, ....... J?.:!~.!..?.:~!~.?..~.~.~. . ?..~.P..~.: ... g.?..~P..~.~.I ....~?..Y. ....!.?..!::~. .~.:. . .

( Lo~ntor's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ........7.1.-,,.1.B. .. :....., dated ...Januar.y....15.~....1.9..7.1... .............., as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law, The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
'
.
'

£.~Z..P.... . . .. . . . . .. ....

Town of

_T..,J.9-...:..R,._5_......... County of - :·Ar.Q.QsJ:9.Qk ·

1.

Claim No . ..................

2.

Base Metals
Description of minerals sought: .............................................................................
--·---······--- - ·....·-·-..---·.......

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

- --......:,I

OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE
4, Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, appli, . cable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines; buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim 'location ( attach drawing( s) to application),

I certify that t~ : / ~,l;'as staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by ·
law on the ·:·r__-?-~ . ... . .. day of .. F .e.b.r.:u.a.r.y.........., 19...7.1....... The claim is to be recorded in the name of .
....Iut.e.i:na.t1!J.nal.~Pap..er....C..omp.any..,. .... 2.2..0....E •..:42nd......S.t.r..e.e.t.►···New._Y.o.r.k.....N.....Y.L.... l.O..O.l7__ ·_···
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

·

-who is holder of Prospector's Permit No.......7.!.:::.7.. ?.... . .. ...-.. .. .. . . ..., dated ...~f::P-~..-~.~:!...!.2Jl .as herewith exhibited, ·
·'
'
~

.... March 5, 1971 _'

.......- ...- .....- · - -- ··........--...·-•....

Dato

·

Claim No. - ·- ·····- ··-··················· .)"ill be in effect until

midnight, December 31, 19..:Zi:_,_,
First filing

~

enewal---

.

............ ...............
.

••.

Sign• , oo

.......e::1.......

.

/lt... Z

Name of Recorder

~

. International Paper C.O.
~

- -- - -

..:/4:01.
Y-i ~e.. . . . . . /o#r~l -ff__S_,_·T_ _ __
and time of recording
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STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I

10017
International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York; N. Y.

, •··························································•···········•........................................-..............-....................................................................................................................................... ···············•
( Lo~ator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ........7.1:::.7..8. ......., dated ...Januar.y..15.~... .1.9.7.1 ................., as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. TI1e claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
.
·

f::~;?;___.£.... . .... . . .

1. · Claim No .........•............

Town of

_T.,J.~..:..R .._!;>_...• County of

AroosJ.g_q_L

_ --- -----.. . .;.-

2.

Base Metals
Description of minerals sought: •······················•··························•
··· ..········--·····-······-- ·····-..... ......

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

OVERWATER CLAIM ON· SQUARE LAKE

4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim ·location ( attach drawing( s) to application).
·

I certify that t9,€_;la~1!1; 'as staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed -thereon as required by·
law on the ......~ ~········· day of ..F.e.b..r.:u.a.r.y_ ......... , 19...7.1. .....• The claim is to be recorded in the name of
...lut.e.r.na.ti.o.nal.~Pap..er....C..o.mp.any. ......2.2.0....EA..:42.ndA .....S.t.r..e.e.t.,.....N.e.w._Y.o.r.k. N. Y...... 1.0.0.17.-·-··
( Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

·

,who is holder of Prospector's Permit No.......7.!:::.?...?.......--··· ··. ........ , dated ..:I.<:.~~....~.~:!.. l.~It,, •as herewith exhibited. ·

.

,,

.... March. 5, ... 197__1_ _ ..········-···········-··················- ··- ·•·••·Date
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STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

10017
I

'

International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York, N. Y.

················································································································-··············-······································································································································· ·········-·····
( Lo~ator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

· holder of Prospector's Permit No . .......7.L::.7..8. ....... , dated ...Januar.y....15.~···.1.9.7.1... .............. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

~~?... ~.:. . . . . . . . .. ..... Town of _:r..,J.9..~..R-.,..5_...... County of - :·b..~<?q..1?1..9.qL

1.

Claim No . ...............

2.

Base Metals
Description of minerals sought: ·····•····............................................................

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

___

..............................

________

.....;.._

OVERWATER CLAIM ON· SQUARE LAKE

4. Drawing ( s) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and corner markings, appli, . cable witness points, permanent monuments, pmids, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim ·1ocation (attach drawing(s) to application),
·
·

I certify that th~ ~ i~ as staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by·
law on the~ ~............ day of .. F .e.b..r.:u.a.ry:.........., 19.. .7.1....... The claim is to be recorded in the name of

....Int.e.x:.naJi.o.:p..a.L ... P.ap..e.r....C..omp.any..,. ....2.2..0....E ....:42.nd.......S.t.r..e.e.t,..... N.e.w._X,o.r.k.._..N.....Y.~.... l.Q_Ql7.•- -..·
(Legal rnime and nddres~ as 5hown on ProBpcotor'o Permit)
·
19
· h oIder of ~P rospect ors
' P erm1't No.............................
7l-7S _........................ , d at e d ..........
Jan.
9"1, . ,. •as h erew1'th. exh1.b.ted
' W h o 1s
~- .....lS,
r... .,. . . .._ . ,.-..
1
• .
,,

.... Mar ~~te5, ... 1971_ _ _

- - - -- - - -~ ~for

~

Claim No . ................................................ wJll be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19....

·............ .....c.':;!;;x,~.,._~
Name of Recorder

'First filing
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:.?'/.-•

~

Renewal___
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I ;,tern~; onal Paper 0,,

~f~~J

J.7. li-/4. . . . . . ...../..£.:::f.1-£~/ . bST
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; .uate and time of recording
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Form C

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

10017
I
International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York, .N. Y.
' ·······•···•··•··························•····•······ .. ·················...·..·................................. _.............. _....................................................................................................................................... ···············•
( Lo~ator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No........7.l:c.7.8. ........, dated ...J.anuar.y .. .15 ......1.9.7.1... .............. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
.
·

£1£....Z....Z... ... . . . ... . ..

Town of ...T.., .

l~~..RA...?_ ....... County of .._..Aroost.s>.<2L

1.

Claim No . ...................

2.

Base Metals
Description of minerals sought: .............................................................................

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or perma•
nent monuments:

----------- --- ---,I

OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE
4, Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, appli, , cable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim 'location ( attach drawing( s) to application),
·

I certify that t)e_c~~as staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by·
law on the . _ $ ~................ day of .. F.e.b..r.:u.a:r.y.........., 19...7.1... .... The claim is to be recorded in the name of

....Iut.e.:rna.ti.Qn.al... Pap.e.r....C..o.mp.any.,.....2.2.D....E ...42.nd •.....S.tr..e.e.t.,_...Ne.w._Y.o.r.k.......N....Y.~...l .Q .Ql7_.__ .
,

(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

,who is holder of Prospector's Permit No........?.!.-: ..?...?.. . . .. --····. · · ······• dated ~~~~~ ..J..~:!. .~.?.It,, •as herewith exhibited. ·

.

~

_!"f~EiJ~t!'--~EL_____________ __ _:_ ___~~~o~
Claim No ................................................. ~ill be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19....".2.L ,
.
First filing

t L aenewal - -

·

I

.. Name
~ L- ~
7 of Recorder

.......
" -'---

...........

•

slih✓z- r. . . . . . .-.. . /0. >1.-~ ·. £ cl
.

\..

.n::;nal Paper

;Date and time of recording

.

0,

SKETCH MAP OF OVERWATER
MINING CLAIMS
SQUARE LAKE - T 16 R 5
AROOSTOOK COUNTY
SCALE: l Inch = l / 4 Mile
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I
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Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM
I

10017
International Paper Compal).y (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York; .N. Y.

, ................................................................................•·-··········. ·················-····--········-························································"'''........................................................................... ··············( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ........7.1:::.7.8......... , dated ... J.anuar.y....15......1.9.7.1... .............. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

~fZ.... ~. . . . . . . . . .

Town of ... l'..,J.~ ..:..R.,...:?_....... County of __ j~...t.Q.Q..~l.9.qL

1.

Claim No . .........................

2.

Base Metals
Description of minerals sought: .........................................................

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or perma_nent monuments:

----...-.........-·-------------

OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE
4, Dra\,Ving( s) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and corner markings, appli' . cabl~ witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, po,~er
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim 'location ( attach drawing( s) to application),
·

I certify that the__£la~7 as staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed -thereon as required by ·
law on the ....,S:""~........... day of .. F.e.b..r:u.a.r.y.........., 19...7.1... .... The claim is to be recorded in the name of
....J.nt.e.r.na.ti.o.nal ... Pap..e.r.... C..o.mp.any..,. .... 2.2..0....EA.. 42.nd •.....S.t.r..e.e.t.,.....N.ew._Y.o.r.k.......l~L..Y......l.O..Ql7____...
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

•who is holder of Prospector's Permit 'No..... ..7.!:::.?.. ?............................... , dated ~~~.:?..~....!.~:~..,~.~J.."!,, .as ;,herewith exhibited. ·

_Mar~~;,j971______., _______________

~~o:: •:&;tPaperCo

Claim No ................................................. will be in effect until .......................- :':::t,~
midnight, December 31, 19...:.7/-,
.
· / Name of Recorder
First filing

~

enewal---

........ .~ ~- - - -

•

.~f ~·")llzr... . . . . . . . . L/?. ~j'!(/✓,f_ .£ s-jDate and time of recording

·
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.Form C

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I

10017
International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York, N. Y .

' ··•········•······················································· .. ···········································-··············-················································································.. ·•····•·············································· ................
( Lo~ator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .......7.1.-:-:.7.8 ........ , dated ...J.anua.r.y..15.~....1.9.7.L .............. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. TI1e claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
'
.
·
1. .· Claim No . ...................

~~Z.... 2-... . . . . . . Town of _.'I..,J..9....:..R,....?_......... County of _ ...A.:r..2.9...~.t..9.qL .

2.

Base Metals
Description of minerals sought: ..........................................
·-························-·---· - -- ···-······- ······- - --

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE
4,

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines; buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim 'location ( attach drawing( s) to application) ,

I certify that th~ .:.!:!.~as staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by ·
law on the. . S . - ~............. day of .. F.e.b.r.:u.a:r.y.........., 19...7.1... .... The claim is to be recorded in the name of
....lnt.e.r.na.ti.o.n.al.~Pa.p..e.r....C..omp.a.ny.,. ....2.2..0....E ....42.ud •.....S.t.r..e.e.t.,..... Ne:w._Y.o.r.k,,.....N- ..Y...... l .O..Ql.7__ ___
( Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

·

,who is holder of Prospector's Permit No........?}.:::.7.. ?. . . . .. -... ............ , dated ...~~E-k~..J. ~:~. .~.~3. "t,_ .as herewith exhibited. ·
·'

SKETCH MA? OF OVERWATER
MINING CLAIMS
SQUARE LAKE - T 16 R 5
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CLAIM NO.

.,

Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

10017
I
International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York, N. Y.
, ···································································.. ······························ .. ···········-····-··--····-·..·························································•··•··············•·•······················································ ··············( Lo~ator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ........7.1:::.7.8......... , dated ... Januar.y... .15..~... .1.9.71... .............. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

Z::~~?.2.-.. . ._. . . . ..

1. · Claim No . .........................

Town of

_T..,.J.9._..:_R_,__~--..·-

County of __ .,Ax_o<t~.t..9.9.L

2.

Description of minerals sought: ........... ~.~.~..~....~~.!~.~.?...·-·-·..·--·.. -·-·-·-...-....... -......__ _'____.____---'_

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or perma•
nent monuments:

OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE

4. Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and corner markings, appli•
, . cable witness points, permanent monuments, porids, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim 'location ( l;lttach drawing ( s) to application).
·

I certify that the cl~ ~ s staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by·
law on the ......3.:':~~........ day of .. F .eJu::u.a.r.y.......... , 19...7.1... .... The claim is to be recorded in the name of

....Int.e.r.na.ti.Qnal.~Pap..er....C..Qmp.any..,.....2.2.0....EA..42.udA.....S.t.r.e.e.t.,..... N.e:w._Y.o.r.k.......N~.Y.~.-1.0_Ql7._____ . ·
( Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

·

~e.~-~. .!.~:~.x~n,, •as ,,herewith exhibited . .

-who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. _.....:U.:::.?...?................-.......-... , dated ...

First filing __t _
/_

Renewal _ __
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STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

10017
I, .........Internati.ona_l.. _Pap_e_r ... c.ompany ... (by._ Jo hn ...R· ..... Burge.r) ... 220 ...E ... 42nd:.. St •...'.N ew ..Y.~r.~; N. Y.
( Lo~ator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No........7.L,,.7.8 ........ , dated ... J.anuar.y .. .15 ......1.9..7.1... .............., as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

~~J..L. -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Town of _T..,J.2._:...R11..:?--····- County of _ ..A..r_90_~.,t.9_c~.L

1.

Claim No . ................

2.

Base Metals
Description of minerals sought: ..................................................................
---··-·---...-....·-·..

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or perma-

------------..;,_-

nent monuments:

OVERWATER CLAIM ON· SQUARE LAKE

4.

Drawing ( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, porids, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim 'location ( attach drawing ( s) to application),
·

I certify that the _s.lai_£1 ;pas staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by ·
law on the ... ..S:-~ . . . . . . day of .. F.e.b.r.:u.a.r.y.........., 19...7.1... .... The claim is to be recorded in the name of
....Int.e.r.na.tiQn.al.~Pap..e.r.... C..omp.any..,. ....2.2.D.... E •. .42nd•.....S.t.r..e.e.t.,..... Ne.w.._Y.o.r.k~....N .....Y.~.... l.O..Ql1._... _..·
( Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

•who is holder of Prospector's Permit No........:U.:::.7...~. . . -.. -........... .. ., dated .. ~~.~~ ...J~;!. .!.~lt,, .as ,,herewith exhibited. ·
....Mar~:te5 ,....1.9.71 -- - ·..·---····-·----·----~ ~or I ;,ternational Paper Co .
Claim No ................................................. will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19.. _.-::;z,L.
.
First filing _

t/

Renewal - - -·

.....

~d:;,.t.,Z;,1.1.,,. ~

./

. .vk/21. . . . . . . -.. -l. o: 1-1/

t:I

Name of Recorder

; bate and time of recording
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Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I

10017
International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St. , New York, N. Y.

' ················································································································-············· .............................................................................................. , ........................................... ···············•
( Lo~ator's legal name and address ns shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ........7.1.-::.7.8......... , dated ... Januar.y...15 .•....1.9..7.1 ................. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

~~...;l,..?.:_~···················-········ Town of _I.,.J2._:. R-...._!;l__····- County of _ ..A.:i:.00.2.t..9.qL

1.

Claim No ................

2.

Base Metals
Description of minerals sought: ···········································-·····················-·····-·--·---······---··-··--·-··- ··-- - - - - -

3. Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:
OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE

4. Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and corner markings, appli, , cable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim ·1ocation ( attach drawing(s) to application) ,
·

I certify that th~ clal ~ ; as staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by ·
law on the ~ ~ ··········· day of ..F.e.b.r.:u.a.ry. ......... , 19...71...... The claim is to be recorded in the name of
....Int.e.r.na..ti.o.n.al...Pap..e.r ....C.o.mp.any ....... 2.2..0....E •...42.n.d •.....S.t.r..e.e.t.......N.e~.-Y.o.r.kJ-•-N .....Y....._l.Q..Ql7._.___
( Legal name and address as shown on Prospect~r's Permit)

t~:~.x~n,,•as herewith exhibited. .

·Who is holder of Prospector's Permit 'No........?.!..::.7..?.... ...·-·-·········. -···• dated ~{~.~~ ....
. ... March...s. ,....1.9 71 ···--········-· ..··-·--···--···--·-·······-·- -··••·-••-·
Date

Claim No. -···································•·········· ~ ill be in effect until
·
midnight, December 31, 19..-~.£.._,
· First filing - ~

newal - - -

.

Sign
~

,,

....... ......... . ........ OE_
t ·

International Paper Co •

of app ·

\~£1d

·.. ,;7
. ~db.t
. ~b.1.1.d. .
Name of Recorder
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?

/0

··,4 e1r g__c;·_r--: .

time of recor~"'"
g --'--.....
-~- - - ·
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SKETCH W.LA.P OF OVERWATER
MINING CLAIMS
SQUARE LAKE - T 16 R 5
AROOSTOOK COUN TY
SCALE: 1 Inch= 1/4 Mile
CLAIM NO.

.,

FormC

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD TI-IE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

10017
I

International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York; N. Y.

, ················································································································-····--········-··························································--··········································································· ················
( Lo~ator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .......71.7..7.fL ......, dated ... Januar.y. ...15.~....1.9..71... .............., as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

Claim No . ................. ~?.:.._.:;r.__3...····-·:········-····-···-······· Town of •.T..,..l9....:...R....a5_ ...._ County of .. _..A.r..Q..Q.§1..9.~L

2.

Base Metals
Description of minerals sought: ............................................................
·-··-

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

.

- - -·....··········-..····-..··--·-·- ··--------'--

OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE

4.

Drawing ( s) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim 'location ( ~ttach drawing( s) to application),
·

I certify that the ;!~» as staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by·
law on the .3.;:::~
.......... day of .. F.e.b..r.:u.a:r.y.........., 19...7.1....... The claim is to be recorded in the name of
....lnt.e.r.na.ti.Qnal.~P.ap..e.r....C .o mp.any........2.2.D....E •..42nd•.....S.tr..e.e.t.,..... Ne:w._Y.o.r.k.,_..N......Y. ...._1.Q..Ql7... _ .. __ ·
( Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

·

·•W h o 1s
· h oId er of Prospec t ors
' P erm1·t No.................................
71-?S -.~······ .....-..., da t ed ~ ..Jan.
l~'t'·l . h erew1
. ·th exh1.b.ted
~..............lS,
r.. • ~ ··· ··· - ·· .. -·· ' · , •as
1 . .
,,

. J\:f~Ei)~;;?, !_~J_L______ ~-- - ~--- --~---~ ~/-~ .. ;, _

First filing - -
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Renewal - - -
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./

a tional Paper Qi

~.z.~ 2...C,......,. Llt~-

. . . ....'::d:......
7 Nnme of Recorder

Claim No ................................................. w; ll be m effect until ......
midnight, December 31, 19....2.f.-•
.
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/ /1,-// 'l,

Date ~nd time of recording
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Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM
I

10017
International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York, N. Y.

, ················································································································-··············-······································································································································· ................
( Lo~ator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .......7.1.-::.7.8......... , dated ... Januar.y.. .15..•....1.9.7.1................., as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. TI1e claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

~~3.... £ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Town of _T..,..19....:..R,....?_ ...._ County of .-...A.I.90.!?J.9.q.L

1.

Claim No .............

2.

Base
Metals
Description of minerals sought: ········...·•··•·•·····
..·····.............................................

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

---

OVERWATER CLAIM ON'SQUARE LAKE
4. Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, appli, . cable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim 'location ( ij.ttach drawing ( s) to application).
·

I certify that th~ cl~ m_;as staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by·
law on the
day of .. F.e.:b.r.:u.a.r.y.........., 19...7.1 ...... The claim is to be recorded in the name of
....lnt.exna.ti.o.nal...Pap..er....C..o.mp.any.,.....2.2.D....E •..:42nd•.....S.tr..e.e.t.,.....N.e:w..3.o.r.k......N.....Y...... l.O..O.l.7__ ... _.·

S.-~. ..... .

(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)
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'Perm1'tNo......................................................
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Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM
10017
I
International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York, N. Y.
' ················································································································-··············..······················································••··············································································· ............... _
( Lo~ator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No. .......7.1.-::.7..8 ........ , dated ...J.anuar.y ...15..•....1.9.7.1................. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
.
·
1.

Claim No ...............~ ~ ~ ? . . ,···-·-··········"···· .. Town of _T..,..19....:..R ...~---· ..- County of _ ..Ar.Q_<?..§lJ.9.'2L

2.

Description of minerals sought: ............~.~·~·~···M.~.!'.:1:.!.?._

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

_ ___ _ ____________-'-_

OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE

4. Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim 'location ( attach drawing( s) to application).

I certify that the _s~m.Aas staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by·
law on the ..
day of ..F .e.b.r.:u.a.r.y.........., 19...7.l ...... The claim is to be recorded in the name of

-..::!::-~.... . .

....lnt.e.r.na.ti9.na.l.~Pap..e.r ....C.omp.any.,. .... 2.2.0.... E •.. 42.nd......S.tr..e.e.t.,..._N.e:w._Y.o.r.k~-·..N.....Y...._1.QQl.7__.___ .
( Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

·

-who is holder of Prospector's Permit No........?.!:::.!...~. . ....-..-.... .........., dated ..i~~~ . ..!.~:~
...!.~n,, •as herewith exhibited. .
·'
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FormC

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

10017
I, .........Internati.ona.1... Pap·e·r··· c.ompany···(by._John ...R· ..... Burg·e·r) ... 220 ... E ... 42nd_... st ....'.. New .. York, .N. Y.
( Lo~ator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ........7.L,,.7..8........ , dated ... J.anuar.y .. .15.~···.l.9.7.L .............. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
.
·

_.T..,J.~.-:_Rft..,?--···- County of ··-···A..:r.oQ.§J..9.qL

1.

Claim No .................~ ~ ~ · ~ · ······················· Town of

2.

Base Metals
Description of minerals sought: ···········································-·····················--···-·····-·-·-----

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or pennanent monuments:

OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE

4. Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim 'location ( ~ttach drawing ( s) to application),
·

I certify that th~ cl~m# as staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed -thereon as required by·
law on the .S . ~. .... ..... day of ..F .e.b..r.:u.a.r.y.........., 19.. .7.1. ...... The claim is to be recorded in the name of
....Iut.e.1:na.ti.o.n.al.0 Pap..e.r....C..o.mp.any.,. ....2.2.D....E •...42nd •.....S.tr..e.e.t.,....New....Y.o.r.k,._..J:L..Y.•.._l.O_Ql.7_____ .
( Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

·

-who is holder of Prospector's Permit No........?L:.?...?.........-··-··-·········. ·• dated J~~~~..-~.~:~..!.~J:1:_ .as ,,herewith exhibited . .

First filing

~ Renewal _ __

SKETCH Wl.AP OF OVERWATER
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STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

10017
International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York, .N. Y.

1' ················································································································-··············-······················································································· ................................. ,.............. ············-··
( Lo~ator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No. .......71 ..,,..7.8. ........, dated ...Januar.y...15.~.... l.9.7.L .............. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. TI1e claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
·

£:~3....z.:. ... . . . ... . .

Town of •.:r.,..19....:..R..._?...-..... County of _ ...Ar..Q.Q..~J..9.9.L

1.

Claim No . ...........

2.

Base Metals
Description of minerals sought: .....................................................

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

·-------- ---------....:...-

OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE

4. Drawing ( s) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim ·1ocation (attach drawing(s) to application),
·
·

I certify that the cJa~ 7 staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by ·
law on the .......S . ~..... day of ..F.e.b.r:u.a.r.y.........., 19.. .:ZL.... The claim is to be recorded in the name of
....lnt.e.r.na.tiQnal.::Pap.~r....C.Qmp.any..,.....2.2.D....EA..:42nd•.....S.t.r..e.e.t.,.....N.e.w._Y.o.r.k.......N.....Y......l .O..Ql7_._..
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

·

71 - 78
· l10ld er of P rospect ors
' Perm1·t No....................................
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., 19 l'·l
h erew1
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•W h o 1s
- ................, d a ted ~..........
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~~~-

.... Mar~~tes.,.... 19.71 .........- .... --·-····...... - - - ··........ _. __..

Claim No.··-·····--- · ··--·· ....·- will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19......2L.
.
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STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

10017
International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York ; N. Y.

1' ·······•········································································································-······...·....-..,....................................................................................................................................................
( Lo~ator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ........7.1:::.7.8. ........ , dated ... Januar.y .. .15.~····l.9..7.l... .............. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

~~4.j(:·-··········-·················· Town of _.T.,J..9.._:_RA..~-.... County of

1. · Claim No . ...........

2.

Description of minerals sought: ............~.':!:.~.~....~~.!~.~.?...........- - --

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or perma•
nent monuments:

Aroost.g_q.L

'·

-----..- - - -- ---- -

OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE

4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim 'location ( attach drawing( s) to application),

I certify that the_£~.»'as staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by·
law on the .... S.-~.... .... day of ..F .e.b..r:u.a:r:y.......... , 19...7.1. ...... The claim is to be recorded in the name of
....lnt.e.:t:na.ti.o.na.l... Pap..e r....C..omp.any..,. .... 2.2.D. ...E •..42.nd •.....S.t.r..e.e.t.,..._N.ew._Y.o.r.k~.....N.....Y. •.._l.Q_Ql].__···--( Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

· h older ofp rospec t ors
• P erm1·tNo....... _71
- 78 -................... , d a t ed .............
Jan.-.....lS
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........................
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....March .. 5,....1.971_.·....- ..··-- - - - -·····..-·---· -···..
Date

~

~ T./4.~A~r. International Paper (

9
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~~t

m
~~il..~gfi.1..:. & ~~I

Claim No ................................................. wjll be in effect until _ ·.......~ ....
7 Name of Recorder
midnight, December 31, 19..::;2/.'..,
.
,Fu-st filing - ..

~ Renewal - - -·
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.
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.
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SKETCH MAP OF OVERWATER
MINING CLAIMS
SQUARE LAKE - T 16 R 5
AROOSTOOK COUNTY
SCALE: 1 Inch= 1 /4 Mile
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. Form C

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION TO RECORD TB'.E STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM
I

10017
International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York; N. Y.
, ················································••···•················•···•····•••..•········ ... ·.··············-·-····················································································································································· •·········· ..-·.
( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No........7.1:::.7.8......... , dated ...Januar.:y....15.~... .1.9.7.1................., as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. TI1e claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particu•
larly is described as follows:

~~~L.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . Town of _..T..,J.9....:..R.A.-2-......._ County of .......AI.Q.Q.§J9.<?.k~ .

1.

Claim No .............

2.

Description of minerals sought: ............~.~.~.~....~~.!~.~.?............. _......... ___ ...........-..............-.....-··-···..--....- - - -

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or penna•
nent monuments:

.I

OVERWATER CLAIM ON SQUARE LAKE

4. Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim comers with distances, bearings, and corner markings, appli•
cable witness points, permanent monuments, porids, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim ·1ocation ( attach drawing ( s) to application).

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by ·
law on the ................. ..:S:::~
day of .. F.e.b.r.:u.a.r.y .........., 19...7.l.. .... The claim is to be recorded in the name of
....Int.e.r.na..tiQ.n.al.~P.a.p..e.L.C..amp.any..,.....2.2.D....EA..42.n.d ......S.t.r..e.e.t.,..... N.ew....Y.o.r.k#.... N~..Y. ......1.0..017_._ .. __
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

·

•who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. .......?.!.:::.1. ?... ....................... . . , dated ~.~~.~~...

.

.1.~:i. .~.~.~l .as •'herewith exhibited. ·

.... Mar~~tes.,.....1.971 ..-. -........_............- ......_...__...................-.... -. ~ ~of ap· ... nt

....

'First filing - ·..-

'-

Renewal - -

I~ternational Paper 0

~.
'l::4'=-L,i([... .,. ~
/ .
1)/4/r-6 I .....................-.//J.:/ ~./a Kc£' r .

Claim No ......................................... w·u be in elfect until
midnight, December 31, 19...2 ..._,
.

~
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Nnme of Recorder

i;

.

Date and

time of recording

.

SKETCH MAP OF OVERWATER
MINING CLAIMS
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Form C

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

10017
I
International Paper Company (by John R. Burger) 220 E. 42nd. St., New York, N. Y.
, ·················································································-·····························.. ··············-······································································································································· ···········••·••
( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ........7.lc:.7.8. ........ , dated ... J.anuar.y....15......1.9.7.1... .............., as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

~~..~~.......-.......-..................... Town

of _..T. ....19....:..R.A...?-...... County of _ ...Ar.Q..C?..e.J9.~L

1.

Claim No .............

2.

Description of minerals sought: ............~.~.~.~ ....~~.!~.~·~·····......................-.-·.................... _....:... ____ .............-.

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township. boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

OVERWATER CLAIM ON'SQUARE LAKE

4. Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such obje.cts as will identify the claim ·1ocation ( attach drawing ( s) to application),

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by·
law on the ........... ~..:::z!C,, . . . day of .. F.e.b..r.:u.a.r.y.......... , 19...7.1... .... The claim is to be recorded in the name of
....Int.e.r.na.ti.o .nal... Pap..e r....C.o.mp.any........ 2.2.D....EA..:42.nd•.....S.tr..e.e.t....... N.e:w. ...Y.o.r.k .......N~..Y...... l.O..Qll......- ..·-··
(Legal name and address as shown

OD

Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No........?}.:::.!...~.............................. , dated ~.{::.:.?:~...

First filing

~

Renewal - - - -

J~:!. .!.~.J:t., .as ,,herewith exhibited . .

SKETCH MAP OF OVER WATER
MINING CLAIMS
SQUARE LAKE - T 16 R 5
AROOSTOOK COUNTY
SCALE: 1 Inch = 1 / 4 Mile
CLAIM NO.
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Form C

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, .......................~?.~....~~?.~?.~....Q?..:'::.P?.E~..~.~?..~....~~!..?..~~.~....~..~ ....~.~···•~~.!~.~.~ ,... .Ag.E=.1:1:.t:.......................................................................
(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No ............l.1.:::.9......... , dated ...P..~.G.~m);?g.r......2.2........1.9..7.0.............. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
296, 297, 298, 299,
l. Claim No ....} ..9.Q., ...J.9.:?..,....}.Q.t ..................................... Town of .....Waldoboro .......... County of ...L.i.nc.o.l.n.................. .
2. Description of minerals sought: .......a 11... metal.s ....except ....gravel.... and···water........................................................... ../
3. Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:
The master claim post is located on the northwest side of
Medomak Pond; approximately 100 ft. north of the outlet (Medomak River) and
4.0 miles N.56° west of the Union-Waldoboro-Warren Township corner and
4.0 miles N.44° east of the Waldoboro-Nobleboro-Jefferson Township corner.
4.

Drawing ( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).
See attached map

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the .........t!:.!:.S..!: .............'...... day of ..... A.1::1g.'!1-.S..t................., 19..§.9........ The claim is to be recorded in the name of
................................ Knox ...Mining....Corpor at ion ... of ...Union, Ma.ine...................................................................................................................
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. ... .......6-.9.::-:§............................., dated ....JJ./.§/..§.!L......... , as herewith exhibited .

. ........ June ....l., .... 1971 ............................................................................... .......
Date

g ~·· · 4fJ/.....~

Signatui:e of applicant

2
Claim No. ~;~,~~Q;,

...............R.•....R.•....Holmes .....

;;6

will be in effect until

midnight, December 31, 19.7.1.........
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